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Introduction: 
Building a Sense of Urgency

Statue, El Dorado, AR

4)$"$K6&*D68%+9$%E&58&%#J#9&
98&@)*9&7%*#5&8";#5*"E&@8"B‐
#5=&7$87%$&(*5&*((8J7%#6)-&#?&
9)$EK"$&=#3$5&9)$&8778"9+5#9E-&
$5(8+"*=$J$59&*5;&#5($523$&

98&;8&9)$#"&D$69L

C'*J&A*%985

J+@H+?@#D(?>H#+?@#D(+16(@>'+?@#($0**%1>&#4(+,#(8#+@38>#,(
$0**%1>&#4D(103(01@-(>1(3#,*4(09(>16>'>6%+@(8#+@38D(?%3(+@40(>1(
3#,*4(09(#1'>,01*#13+@(+16(#$010*>$(8#+@38M((

N( :(43%6-(2%?@>48#6(>1(38#(V0%,1+@(09(38#(:*#,>$+1(( (
R@+11>1<(:440$>+&01(>1(WBBq(90%16(38+3(90,(#'#,-(( (
f'#C2#,$#13(>1$,#+4#(>1(K+@H+?>@>3-D(+($0**%1>3-($0%@6(( (
#"2#$3(*0,#(38+1(+(rBC2#,$#13(>1$,#+4#(>1(j28-4>$+@@-(( (
+$&'#(3,+'#@k(+16(1#+,@-(+(b%+,3#,C20>13(,#6%$&01(>1((
>16>'>6%+@(?06-(*+44(>16#"D(K8>$8(>4(+($0**01(>16>$+30,(
90,(0?#4>3-(+16(8#+@38a(78#(>1$,#+4#(>1(K+@H+?>@>3-(+@40(K+4(
$0,,#@+3#6(K>38(*0,#(38+1(+(f'#C2#,$#13(,#6%$&01(>1(+>,(
20@@%3+134(38+3(+,#(+440$>+3#6(K>38('#8>$@#(3,+'#@a(

s
N( :1+@-4>4(2%?@>48#6(>1(R,#'#1&'#(X#6>$>1#(>1(WBAB(( (

>16>$+3#4(38+3(>143+@@>1<(4>6#K+@H4(01(+@@(09(+($>3-[4(( (
43,##34(K0%@6(>1$,#+4#(28-4>$+@(+$&'>3-(#10%<8(30(0c( (
4#3(K#><83(<+>1(>1(+?0%3(rt(2#,$#13(09(38#(202%@+&01D(( (
@#+6>1<(30(8#+@38$+,#(4+'>1<4(@>H#@-(30(?#(#10%<8(30(( (
,#2+-(38#($043(09(>143+@@>1<(38#(4>6#K+@H4a(

N( :(43%6-(2%?@>48#6(?-(/!P4(90,(/>&#4(>1(WBBu(480K4(38+3(( (
>1(Ar(09(Ap(80%4>1<(*+,H#34(#'+@%+3#6D(+(01#(20>13(( (
>1$,#+4#(>1(+(1#><8?0,8006[4(J+@H)$0,#(OKKKaK+@H4((
$0,#a$0*Q(>1$,#+4#6(80*#4('+@%#4(+4(*%$8(+4(vrDBBBa(

P38#,(?#1#f34(09(#1$0%,+<>1<(+$&'#(3,+1420,3+&01(>1$@%6#M

N( R,03#$&01(09(1+3%,+@(+16($%@3%,+@(,#40%,$#4(
N( 51$,#+4#6(#$010*>$(6#'#@02*#13(
N( E#6%$&01(>1($,>*#(+16('>0@#1$#
N( P220,3%1>&#4(90,(40$>+@($011#$&014(+16($0**%1>3-(( (

?%>@6>1<(
N( E#6%$#6(42,+K@(+16(>19,+43,%$3%,#($0434
N( 7,+1420,3+&01(#b%>3-(
N( :?>@>3-(30(+<#(>1(2@+$#

J8#1($>&#4(+16(30K14(2,0'>6#(#b%>3+?@#(+$$#44(30(+($0*2@#3#(
3,+1420,3+&01(4-43#*D(38#-(4#16(38#(*#44+<#(38+3(2#02@#(T(103(
_%43($+,4(C(?#@01<a((F0(*+G#,(01#[4(+<#D(>1$0*#D(+?>@>3-D(0,(*06#(
09(3,+1420,3D(38#(2@+$#(K0,H4(+16(38#(?#1#f34(+,#(3,#*#160%4a(((
!+$8(09(38#(?#1#f34(+?0'#(>4(K#@@C60$%*#13#6(+16(38#(K0,H4(
$>3#6(2+<#4(>1(38>4(60$%*#13(@>1H4(-0%(30(,#40%,$#4a((78#(90@@0K‐
>1<(4#$&01(2,0'>6#4(38#($0434(09(+%30(6#2#16#1$-a
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J#(8+'#(+22@>#6(+6'+1$#6(#1<>1##,>1<(30(*0'#(*0,#($+,4(+16(30(*0'#(38#*(9+43#,a((78#(,#4%@3(>4(43,##34(38+3(+$$0**06+3#(
$+,4(+16(38+3(6#3#,(2#02@#(9,0*(+$&'#(3,+1420,3+&01a((=+16(4#G@#*#13(2,+$&$#4(T(43,>2($#13#,4D($%@C6#C4+$4D(200,@-(4$800@(4>3‐
>1<D(+16(4>1<@#C%4#(L01>1<(T($0*20%16(38#(2,0?@#*D(2,06%$>1<(+%30(6#2#16#1$-a(P%,(+%30(6#2#16#1$-(>4(9%,38#,#6(?-(+%30C
0,>#13#6(6#'#@02*#13(2+G#,14(38+3(8+'#($8+1<#6(38#(90,*(09($0**%1>&#4(9,0*(K+@H+?@#D(3,+14>3(0,>#13#6D(43,##3(<,>6(4-43#*4(
30(43,>2(+16(4>1<@#C9+*>@-(6#'#@02*#13(+$$#44#6(?-(,#<>01+@(+%30*0?>@#($0,,>60,4a((=#'#@(09()#,'>$#(90$%4#4(01('#8>$@#(*0?>@>3-(
+3(38#(#"2#14#(09(+@@(038#,(*06#4a((J#(<#1#,+@@-(60(103($014>6#,(+$$#23+?@#(=#'#@4(09()#,'>$#(90,(2#6#43,>+14D(?>$-$@>434(+16(
3,+14>3(%4#,4a

N( P?#4>3-(>1(38#(^1>3#6()3+3#4(>4(38#(
1+&01[4(9+43#43(,>4>1<(2%?@>$(8#+@38(
2,0?@#*a(

N( 78#($043(09(0?#4>3-(+16(,#@+3#6(6>4‐
#+4#4(>4(#4&*+3#6(+3(vrBB(?>@@>01(2#,(
-#+,a(P?#4>3-(+$$0%134(90,(u(2#,$#13(
09(+@@(8#+@38($+,#(42#16>1<(>1(38#(
^1>3#6()3+3#4an

Air Quality

N( =>'>1<D(K0,H>1<D(<0>1<(30(4$800@D(0,(
2@+->1<(1#+,(*+_0,(,0+6K+-4(>1$,#+4‐
#4(38#(,>4H(09(+438*+D(+4(K#@@(+4(038#,(
8#+@38($016>&014(4%$8(+4($+1$#,D(
,#42>,+30,-(>@@1#44(+16(8#+,3(6>4#+4#a(p(

!"#$%&'()*#&+,#-.#/*%"#+01+2343+!&(5*)+670+6#-#+89#)#+0-+
670+:%&+;<%"/0)#&+;<%9#*#)

!""#

=>3?@A<))</"+&%*%
>3?+$ ?3B@ C3D+$ E3>@
E3?+$ F3B@ GB3D@

HF3D+$IH3B@
=H>3D@A<))</"+;%*%

H>3D+$ HE3B@
II3D+$ I?3B@ GIC3D@

89#)<*J+KLAMGND+O"PQIR ;<%9#*#)+

S;ST)+;<U<)<0/+01+;<%9#*#)+V-%/)5%*<0/3++W%*<0/%5+;<%9#*#)+4(-U#<55%/.#+4J)*#Q+
%U%<5%95#+%*+7**XYPPZZZ3.&.3"0UP&<%9#*#)P)*%*<)*<.)

!""#$%%&&&'()('*+,%)-./0"01%1"."-1"-(1

Safety 

N( 51(WBBuD(38#,#(K#,#(rrDuqr(3,+d$(
9+3+@>&#4(>1(38#(^1>3#6()3+3#4a(1

N( X030,C'#8>$@#(,#@+3#6(9+3+@>&#4(+16(
>1_%,>#4($+%4#(+1(#4&*+3#6(vAhB(?>@‐
@>01(+11%+@@-(>1(?038(2,02#,3-(6+*‐
+<#(+16(8#+@38(>*2+$34aW

Obesity

N( 53(>4(#4&*+3#6(38+3(tp(2#,$#13(09(
:*#,>$+1(+6%@34(K>@@(?#(0'#,K#><83(0,(
0?#4#(?-(WBApar

N( /8>@68006(0?#4>3-(8+4(*0,#(38+1(
3,>2@#6(>1(38#(2+43(rB(-#+,4a

What behaviors are we modeling for our 
children?

The Costs of Auto Dependency 

!+98J8D#%$&;$7$5;$5(E&#6&
;$M5$;&*6&)#=)&%$3$%6&8?&7$"&
(*7#9*&*+98J8D#%$&9"*3$%-

*+98J8D#%$&8"#$59$;&%*5;&+6$&
7*N$"56-&*5;&"$;+($;&9"*56‐

78"9&*%9$"5*23$6L&&>96&87786#9$&#6&
D*%*5($;&9"*5678"9*285-&J$*5‐
#5=&9)*9&(856+J$"6&)*3$&3#*D%$&
9"*5678"9&()8#($6&*5;&#5($523$6&
98&+6$&$*()&J8;$&?8"&@)*9&#9&

;8$6&D$69L

C48;;&O#9J*5
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Social Equity 
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Auto 
Dependency in 
Arkansas
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Safety
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N( 51(WBBuD(Aq(T(WB(-#+,(0@64(8+6(38#(
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<,0%2(OpuQ(+16(WACWp(8+6(38#(4#$016(
8><8#43(1%*?#,(09(9+3+@>&#4(OphQaAq

Street design should consider all users

'9"$$96&#5,+$5($&)8@&@$&#59$"*(9&68(#*%%E



Making the healthy choice, the easy choice.

A clear message to pedestrians in Conway, 
AR

Obesity in Arkansas

N( :,H+14+4($%,,#13@-(,+1H4(+4(38#(AB38(
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Air Quality
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Table 1:  Percentage of adults with chronic disease National vs 
Arkansas 
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 National  25.9% 8.4% 37.4% 28.6% 3.8% 3.9% 
Arkansas 31.2% 10.1% 38.7% 34.4% 5.7% 5.2% 
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Social Equity
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Creating Livable Communities
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8 Step Process for Leading Change
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El Dorado, AR
Observations and Recommendations

Downtown El Dorado, AR

El Dorado Walking Audit Team
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Short Term Recommendations
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Successful Downtown, Madison, WI

Long Term Recommendations

Liner Buildings, Kingston, WA
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Communities to Learn From

Example Communities
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El Dorado 100Day Challenge
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North Little Rock, AR
Observations and Recommendations

4)$&%$3E&5$#=)D8")88;-&Y8"9)&O#N%$&.8(B-&!.
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0220,3%1>&#4(30(4%220,3(+$&'#(3,+1420,3+&01(>1(38#(=#'-(F#><8?0,8006a((R+,&$>‐
2+134(6>4$%44#6(38#(90@@0K>1<(302>$4M

N( J#(1##6(30(4#3(38#('>4>01(90,(+(*0,#(K+@H+?@#($0**%1>3-(K>38(42#$>f$(>6#+4(90,(
+@3#,+&014a

N( J#(1##6(3,+>1>1<(01(80K(30(6#4><1(90,(2#02@#(K>38(6>4+?>@>&#4a

N( I0K(60(K#(#1$0%,+<#(<,#+3#,($>'>$(#1<+<#*#13(>1(38#(1#><8?0,8006(40(38+3(
,#4>6#134(+16(38#($>3-($+1(K0,H(30<#38#,(30(4#3(38#('>4>01(+16(>*2,0'#(38#(?%>@3(
#1'>,01*#13(90,(+@@|

N( I0K($+1(4$800@4(+16(9+>38(?+4#6(0,<+1>L+&014(<#3(>1'0@'#6(+16(#1<+<#6(>1(
>*2,0'>1<(38#(?%>@3(#1'>,01*#13|(

N( I0K(60(K#(2,>0,>&L#(4>6#K+@H(>*2,0'#*#134|(

N( 5(K0%@6(@>H#(+($011#$3#6(4-43#*(09(3,+>@4(38+3(K0%@6(+@@0K(*#(30(?>H#(30(K0,H(
38,0%<8(38#(=#'-(1#><8?0,8006a

N( J#(1##6(0%3600,(<+38#,>1<(2@+$#4(4%$8(+4(+(4b%+,#(0,(2@+L+(K8#,#(#'#134($+1(
?#(8#@6a

N( 54(38#,#(+(43,+3#<-(90,(+$8>#'>1<(2,02#,@-(*+>13+>1#6(4>6#K+@H4(>1(38#(,#4>6#1&+@(
L01#4(09(1#><8?0,80064(30(#1$0%,+<#(+$&'>3-|

N( I0K(60(K#(2,02#,@-(4>3#(?%>@6>1<4(40(38+3(38#-(8010,(38#(43,##3|

Participant Desires

Proposed trail in Levy neighborhood
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Short Term Recommendations

78#(90@@0K>1<(,#$0**#16+&014(+,#(6>'>6#6(>130(480,3C3#,*D(*>6C3#,*D(+16(@01<C3#,*(+$&'>&#4(30(#1‐
$0%,+<#(+$&'#(@>'>1<a((78>4(4#$&01($01$@%6#4(K>38(+(ABBC;+-(/8+@@#1<#(K8>$8(1+,,0K4(+@@(,#$0**#16+‐
&014(>130(3804#(38+3($+1(?#(+$8>#'#6(>1(38#(f,43(ABB(6+-4a

N( R@+$#(*0,#(4#+&1<D(48+6#(+16(@>G#,($+14(>1(38#($0**%1>3-D(#42#$>+@@-(+,0%16(3,+14>3(43024a

N( X+>13+>1(3,+14>3(43024(+16(#14%,#(38+3(4#+&1<D(@><8&1<(+16(@>G#,($+14(+,#(+'+>@+?@#(+3(+@@(3,+14>3(43024a(

N( :6_%43(4><1+@(&*>1<(90,(+%30*+3#6(>1$@%4>01(09(K+@H>1<($-$@#4D(+16(40(38+3(4><1+@4(,#$+@@(30(J:=.(6%,>1<(38#($-$@#a(.##2(4><1+@4(
01(38#(J:=.(,#@#+4#(90,(38#(9%@@(@#1<38(09(38#($-$@#D(*>1%4(38#($@#+,+1$#(>13#,'+@a((/014>6#,(@+<C@#g($-$@#4('#,4%4(@#+6C@#g(90,(
38#(3%,1>1<(@+1#4(01(/+*2(E0?>1401a((X+H#(38>4(+($>3-CK>6#(+22@>$+&01a((=00H(+3(38#(@#1<38(09(&*#(2#6#43,>+14(+,#(<>'#1(30(
$,044(>13#,4#$&014(+4(38>4(*+-(103(?#(38#($0,,#$3(+*0%13(09(&*#a(E#*0'#($+@@(?%G014(9,0*(3804#(@0$+&014(K8#,#(38#-(60(
103(>13#,,%23(38#($-$@#a(

N( !1$0%,+<#(K+@H>1<(2+3,0@4(09(1#><8?0,80064(?-(20@>$#(0d$#,4a

N( )>6#K+@H4(+,#(1##6#6(90,(@>1H4(30(3,+14>3a((;>4$%44(9%16>1<(02&014(90,(+(R#6#43,>+1(X+43#,(R@+1(30(@0$+3#(38#(1#+,#43($,044>1<(
@0$+&014(90,(3,+14>3D(+16(>1(40*#($+4#4D(,#@0$+3#(30(3,+14>3(4302D(+4(+22,02,>+3#a

N( )%,'#-(38#(=#'-(F#><8?0,8006(90,(:;:($0*2@>+1$#a((/,#+3#(+($0**%1>3-CK>6#(:;:(*+43#,(2@+1D(2,0'>6#(6#6>$+3#6(9%16>1<(30(
#14%,#($0*2@>+1$#(+16(*+2(+$$0*2@>48*#134a

Recommendations

Mid Term Recommendations

Safe Routes to school crossing at Market Square, WAClear Trail markings
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N( :4(43+3#6(#+,@>#,D(2#6#43,>+1(+16(?>$-$@#(*+43#,(2@+11>1<(43%6>#4(+,#(1##6#6(30(>*2,0'#($011#$&'>3-a((51(38#(*#+1&*#D(+6023(
38#()3+3#(09(\>,<>1>+(@#<>4@+&'#(,%@#(38+3(,#b%>,#4(+@@(1#K(6#'#@02*#13(30($0*2@-(K>38(+(*>1>*+@($011#$&'>3-(>16#"a()##M(
8G2M]]@#<Aa43+3#a'+a%4]BBB],#<]7P/WnBrBaI7Xx/BBuW

N( )%,'#-(43,##3(2+>13(30(6#3#,*>1#(K8#,#(38#,#(+,#(0220,3%1>&#4(30(,#*0'#(2+>13(9,0*(,0+6K+-4D(4%$8(+4(38#($#13#,(43,>2#(90,(
43,##34(%16#,(qDBBB(\#8>$@#(X>@#4(7,+'#@#6(6+>@-D(+16(+3(@0$+&014(+K+-(9,0*(8>@@($,#434(+16(43##2($%,'#4a((:@@0$+3#(38+3(?%6<#3(
90,(?>H#(@+1#4D(#6<#(@>1#4D(48+,,0K4(0,(038#,(*+,H>1<4(30(#1$0%,+<#(+$&'#(3,+1420,3+&01a

N( E#'>#K(2+,H>1<(?+-(K>638(43+16+,64a((AA(9003(2+,H>1<(?+-4(#">43(+3(38#(/0**%1>3-(/#13#,e(AB[(>4(38#(43+16+,6(>1(F0,38(=>G@#(
E0$HD(?%3(u(9003(?+-4(+,#(38#(1+&01+@(10,*(+16(+,#(+22,02,>+3#a(51(+@@(6+-(2+,H>1<(2@+$#4D(@>H#(R+,H(+16(E>6#(@0$+&014D(42+$#4(
+,#(10K(?#>1<(?%>@3(h(9##3(K>6#a(F+,,0K#,(?+-4(+,#(@#44($043@-D(,#6%$#(6,+>1+<#($0434(+16(*>1>*>L#(38#(8#+3(>4@+16(#c#$3a(

N( R,>0,>&L#(,><83C4>L#6(6,>'#K+-4a(R,#4#13@-D(38#(^1>3#6(X#3806>43(/8%,$8(+3(:@@#1(+16(Ja(nt()3,##3(8+4(+(Wt(9003(01#(K+-(#1‐
3,+1$#a(An(9##3(90,(38#(01#(K+-(#13,+1$#]#">34(K0%@6(4%d$#a((:66#6(K>638(>1$,#+4#4(42##64(+16(2%34(38#(2#6#43,>+14(+3(,>4H(
?-(#"3#16>1<(38#($,044>1<(#"204%,#a(F+,,0K#,(6>*#14>014(+,#(+@,#+6-(>1(%4#(#@4#K8#,#(>1(F0,38(=>G@#(E0$Ha

N( /014>6#,(%4>1<(*>1>C$>,$@#4(>143#+6(09(3,+6>&01+@(nCK+-(43024(+4(+1(>13#,4#$&01(300@a((:@@#1(+3(Ja(nt38()3,##3(>4(+1(+,#+(K8#,#(
38>4(*><83(9%1$&01(+16($,#+3#(+(4#14#(09(2@+$#(90,(38#($0**%1>3-(a((53($0%@6(6>42@+-(+($0**%1>3-(<+,6#1(0,(+,3K0,H(90,(38#(
$0**%1>3-($#13#,(0,($8%,$8a((U#1#f34(>1$@%6#(,#6%$#6(+>,(20@@%&01D(@#44(10>4#D(+16(>1$,#+4#6(4+9#3-a((

N( )2#$>+@(+G#1&01(*%43(?#(<>'#1(30(38#(3,+>@($,044>1<(+3(Ja(nt38()3,##3a((J8#,#(3,+>@4($,044(43,##34D(>3(>4(#42#$>+@@-($,>&$+@(38+3(
+@@(*06#4(+1&$>2+3#(+16(,#42016(30(01#(+1038#,a((^,?+1(3,+>@4(*%43(+66,#44(38#>,(*043($0*2@#"(+16(,>4H-($,044>1<4a(59(38>4(
>4(103(601#D(>1'#43*#134(>1(3,+>@4(K>@@(103(,#+$8(38#>,(6#4>,#6(@#'#@4(09(%4#a(Ja(nt38()3,##3(K0%@6(K0,H(?#G#,(90,(#'#,-01#(
O*030,>434(+16(3,+>@(%4#,4Q(+4(+(rC@+1#D(K>38(+(*#6>+1(>1(38#($#13#,D(<,#+3@-(,#6%$>1<(203#1&+@(*%@&2@#C38,#+3($,+48#4a(59(H#23(
+4(90%,(@+1#4D(+(*#6>+1(K>@@(1##6(30(?#(>143+@@#6D(,#b%>,>1<(+1(#"2#14>'#(,0+6(K>6#1>1<a(:(4><1+@(K0%@6(38#1(?#(,#b%>,#6(30(
4302(3,+d$(9,0*(#+$8(4>6#(09(38#(,0+6K+-a(78>4($013,0@($0%@6(?#(6>,#$&01+@D(K>38(+1(+$&'+30,(>1(38#(*#6>+1(>4@+16a(78>4(4><1+@(
K0%@6(1##6(30(?#(,#42014>'#(30(2#6#43,>+14(+16(?>$-$@>434(C(%4>1<(+(j803($+@@k(,#42014#a(:(,0+6(6>#3(K>38(38#(3,+>@($,044>1<(>4(
2,#9#,,#6a(

N( S0$%4(01(/,>*#(R,#'#1&01(78,0%<8(!1'>,01*#13+@(;#4><1(90,(3,+>@4a(:6023(1#K(<%>6#@>1#4(+16(43+16+,64(90,(+@@(2,02#,&#4(
O80*#4(+16(?%4>1#44#4Q(@>1>1<(3,+>@4(30(>1$,#+4#(3,+142+,#1$-(+16(4%,'#>@@+1$#D(K8>@#(*+>13+>1>1<(2,>'+$-a(E%@#4(480%@6(>1$@%6#(
9#1$>1<(*+3#,>+@4D(9#1$>1<(8#><83(+16(,#@+3#6(3,+142+,#1$-(+22@>$+&014a((

Mixed Use Development in Conway, AR Trail crossing in Bellevue, WA
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Town Center, Valencia, CA Accessory Dwelling Unit in Port Townsend, WA

N( /014>6#,($0G+<#(6#'#@02*#13D(+$$#440,-(6K#@@>1<(%1>34(O:;^[4Q(0,(@>1#,(?%>@6>1<4(+@01<(38#(3,+>@(30(2,0'>6#M(AQ(>1$%?+30,(
?%4>1#44#4(+16]0,(+66>&01+@(>1$0*#(90,(80*#(0K1#,4a((E#b%>,#(80*#0K1#,4(30(,#4>6#(>1(#>38#,(38#(2,>*+,-(%1>3(0,(:;^a

N( ^4#(20$H#3(2+,H4D(#42#$>+@@-(+3(38#($0,1#,4D(30($,#+3#(2@+$#a(78>4(K0%@6(?#(>6#+@(+3(Ja(nt38()3,##3(+16(/+*2(E0?>1401(7,+>@a(
^4#(38#(20$H#3(2+,H4(30(4%220,3(>1$%?+30,(?%4>1#44#4D(4%$8(+4($0c##(48024D(?-(0c#,>1<(0%34>6#(4#+&1<a

N( )%220,3(+($>3-CK>6#($0**%1>3-(<+,6#1(2,0<,+*(+16($014>6#,(2@+1&1<(4#$&014(09(38#(3,+>@(+4(+1(#6>?@#(3,+>@a(/,#+3#(+(3,##(
1%,4#,-(40(38+3(38#($>3-($+1(<,0KD(38#1(2@+13(38#(3,##4(+@01<(38#(3,+>@(K8#1(>3(>4(,#+6-a(7,+>@4(+,#(<,#+3(2@+$#4(90,(2%?@>$(+,3D(
K+-(f16>1<D(4$>#1$#(>13#,2,#3+&01D('0@%13##,(2,0<,+*4(09(+@@(H>164D(>1$@%6>1<(#6>?@#(3,+>@4(O2#+$8#4D(2#$+14D(<,+2#(+,?0,4D(
2#+('>1#4D(+16(*0,#Qa

N( X06#@(38#(>13#,4#$&01(09(Ja(nt38()3,##3(+16(/+*2(E0?>1401(E0+6(90,(+(,0%16+?0%3a((U+4#6(01(3,+d$($0%134D(Ja(nt38(
$0%@6(,#*+>1(+(4>1<@#(@+1#(,0%16+?0%3(01(?038(+22,0+$8#4D(+16(/+*2(E0?>1401(K0%@6(*043(@>H#@-(,#b%>,#(3K0(@+1#4a

N( /,#+3#(+('>@@+<#(+3(38#(.,0<#,(4%2#,*+,H#3(+3(/+*2(E0?>1401(7,+>@(K>38(%1>b%#(<+3#K+-4]#13,-K+-4(+16(*+3#,>+@4(30($,#+3#(
*%$8(1##6#6(4#14#(09(2@+$#a((51$@%6#(+(9#4&'+@(43,##3D(@>1#,(?%>@6>1<4(+16(>1$,#+4#(6#14>3-(09(38#(,#4>6#1&+@(%1>34(1#+,#43(
38#($0,#a

Long Term Recommendations
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U+4#6(01($0**%1>3-(>13#,#434(+16(0220,3%1>&#4(>6#1&f#6(6%,>1<(38#(K0,H4802D(F0,38(=>G@#(E0$H(8+4(
38#(0220,3%1>3-(30(@#+,1(9,0*(38#(90@@0K>1<($0**%1>&#4M(

7,+>@4(+16(/,044>1<4
N( F0,38(=>G@#(E0$HD(:E
N( \+1$0%'#,D(J:
N( 7,+'#,4#(/>3-D(X5

E0+6(;>#34
N( =+(V0@@+(U0%@#'+,6D()+1(;>#<0D(/:
N( I+*?%,<D(F`

Z,##1>1<(38#()3,##3
N( U%,@>1<301D(\7
N( P@-*2>+D(J:
N( I0@@+16D(X5

=>1#,(U%>@6>1<4
N( .>1<4301D(J:
N( =+1$+43#,D(/:

513#,#4&1<(^4#(09(
X+3#,>+@4

N( X+1>30%()2,>1<4D(/P
N( Z,##1'>@@#D(F/

/0G+<#(;#'#@02‐
*#134(+16(:;^[4

N( E044(/8+2>1D(:,$8>3#$3
N( /01K+-D(:E

R0$H#3(R+,H4 N( X013#,#-D(/:

/>'>$(!1<+<#*#13 N( =0$+@(Z0'#,1*#13(/0**>44>01(
O)+$,+*#130Q

Edges

N( :11(:,?0,D(X5
N( S+>,802#D(:=
N( /0,+@()2,>1<4D(S=
N( X0%13+>1(\>#KD(/:
N( R0G430K1D(R:
N( ;%16+,+'#D(U/
N( F0,38(=>G@#(E0$H(O1#+,(?+@@2+,HQ

:;:(/0*2@>+1$#(
)%,#-4

N( ;>4+?>@>3-(:K+,#1#44()3+,34(I#,#D(
R0,3(70K14#16D(J:

70K1(/#13#,(;#4><1 N( U+@6K>1(R+,HD(S=

/0**%1>3-(Z+,6#14 N( I><8()2,>1<4D(S=

;#14>3-(+@01<(7,+>@4
N( /8+,@0G#D(F/
N( \+1$0%'#,(U/

J+@H>1<(R0@>$#(
R+3,0@4

N( ;>$H>1401D(F/

Communities to Learn From

Example Communities
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78#(ABBC6+-($8+@@#1<#(+@@0K4(F0,38(=>G@#(E0$H(+16(38#(=#'-(F#><8?0,8006(30(6#*0143,+3#(+(<#1%>1#(
$0**>3*#13(30(+$&'#(@>'>1<a((78#(90@@0K>1<(<0+@4($+1(?#(+$$0*2@>48#6(>1(ABB(6+-4a((!+$8(<0+@(>6#1&f#4(
@#+6#,4(K80(480%@6(8+'#(+(,0@#(>1(*0'>1<(>1>&+&'#4(90,K+,6a(=#+6#,4(480%@6(,#+$8(0%3(30(+@@(*0&'+3#6(
+16(>13#,#43#6(2+,&#4(30($0@@+?0,+3#(01(38#(ABBC;+-(/8+@@#1<#a((78#1D($0*2@#3#(+4(*+1-(09(38#4#(<0+@4(
+4(-0%($+1(K>38>1(38#(1#"3(ABB(;+-4a((

Days 130

I?5*'\RJ'R@+$#(*0,#(4#+&1<(+16(@>G#,($+14(>1(38#($0*‐
*%1>3-D(#42#$>+@@-(+,0%16(3,+14>3(43024a(()3+,3(?-(>143+@@‐
>1<(+3(@#+43(01#(?#1$8(+16(01#(@>G#,($+1(>1(38#(=#'-(
F#><8?0,8006(2#,(K##Ha

*K5GKF<J'R%?@>$(J0,H4(;>,#$30,(+16()3+cD(+(/>3-(/0%1‐
$>@0,(0,(R@+11>1<(/0**>44>01#,(90,(38#(K+,6(,#2,#4#13‐
>1<(38#(=#'-(F#><8?0,8006D(+16(F#><8?0,4(^1>3#6(90,(
=#'-(

I?5*'\]J'X##3(K>38(@+K(#190,$#*#13(+16(#1$0%,+<#(
K+@H>1<(0,(?>$-$@>1<(2+3,0@4(09(38#(=#'-(1#><8?0,8006(
?-(20@>$#(0d$#,4a

*K5GKF<J(X+-0,D(/>3-(:G0,1#-D(/8>#9(09(R0@>$#D(R+3,0@(
/+23+>1(+16(=#'-(J+,6()%?43+&01(=>#%3#1+13D(S>31#44(W(
=>'#(7#+*(+16(F#><8?0,4(^1>3#6(90,(=#'-(

Days 3160

I?5*'\VJ':%6>3(+@@(/#13,+@(:,H+14+4(7,+14>3(43024(+16(
038#,(3,+14>3(43024(>1(38#(=#'-(F#><8?0,8006(90,(*+>1‐
3#1+1$#D(@>G#,($+14D(4#+&1<D(48#@3#,D(+16(@><8&1<a((/,#‐
+3#(+(2,>0,>&L+&01(@>43(09(,#b%#43#6(>*2,0'#*#134(+16(
*##3(K>38(38#(3,+14>3(2,0'>6#,(90,(+1(+,#+(+%6>3(30(#1‐
4%,#(38+3(4#+&1<D(@><8&1<(+16(@>G#,($+14(+,#(+'+>@+?@#(0,(
2@+11#6(90,(+@@(3,+14>3(43024(>1(38#(=#'-(F#><8?0,8006a

*K5GKF<J'X+-0,D(R%?@>$(J0,H4(;>,#$30,D(/#13,+@(:,‐
H+14+4(7,+14>3D(038#,(3,+14>3(2,0'>6#,4D(+(/>3-(/0%1$>@0,(
0,(R@+11>1<(/0**>44>01#,(90,(38#(=#'-(F#><8?0,8006(
K+,6D(S>31#44(W(=>'#(7#+*(+16(F#><8?0,4(^1>3#6(90,(
=#'-(

Days 61100

I?5*'\XJ(:6_%43(4><1+@(&*>1<(90,(+%30*+3#6(>1$@%4>01(
09(K+@H>1<($-$@#4D(40(38+3(4><1+@4(,#$+@@(30(J:=.(6%,>1<(
38#($-$@#a(.##2(4><1+@4(01(38#(J:=.(,#@#+4#(90,(38#(9%@@(
@#1<38(09(38#($-$@#D(*>1%4(38#($@#+,+1$#(>13#,'+@a((=00H(
+3(38#(@#1<38(09(&*#(2#6#43,>+14(+,#(<>'#1(30($,044(
>13#,4#$&014(+4(38>4(*+-(103(?#(38#($0,,#$3(+*0%13(09(
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North Little Rock, AR
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Harrison, AR
Observations and Recommendations

Downtown, Harrison, AR

Harrison’s Walking Audit Team
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Existing Conditions

Downtown Crossing in Harrison, AR
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Participant Desires
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Short Term Recommendations
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Mid Term Recommendations

Recommendations

High Intensity Crosswalks Enforcement signage in Alexandria, VA
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+,#+a(;0K130K1(?#+%&f$+&01($+1(8+22#1(38,0%<8(+(Y0K#,(?+4H#3(2,0<,+*(+16(38#($0**%1>3-(480%@6(?#+%&9-(38#(U%4>1#44(
qp(?,>6<#(K>38(Y0K#,(?+4H#34(+16(6#$0,+&'#(?+11#,4a

Walking on N. Main Street Harrison has good examples of greening the street
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A welcoming alley in El Dorado, Arkansas

N( E#'>#K(38#(2,#4#13(*%1>$>2+@($06#(+16(0,6>1+1$#4(90,(4%?%,?+1(4#3?+$H4(+16(*>1>*%*(2+,H>1<(,#b%>,#*#134a(78#4#(>3#*4(
480%@6(?#(,#2@+$#6(K>38(L#,0(4#3?+$H4(+16(*+">*%*(2+,H>1<(+@@0K#6(,#b%>,#*#134a(((/014>6#,(%&@>L>1<(S0,*(U+4#6(/06#(30(
2,03#$3(38#(90,*(09(38#(60K130K1(8>430,>$(6>43,>$3(K8>$8(>4(4%220,&'#(09(+$&'#(3,+1420,3+&01a

N( /014>6#,(+(*>1>C$>,$@#(+3(E%48(+16(J>@@0K()3,##3a((:(*>1>($>,$@#(K>@@(<,##1(38#(43,##3(+16(2,0'>6#(+1038#,(0220,3%1>3-(90,(
60K130K1(?#+%&f$+&01a(

N( :66(?%@?C0%34(30(38#($0,1#,4(+3(Ja(E%48(:'#1%#D(Fa(R>1#()3,##3D(Ja()3#28#1401(:'#1%#(+16(Fa()2,>1<()3,##3a(

N( S#4&'+@4D(2+,+6#4(+16(*+,H#34(+,#(+(2+,3(09(I+,,>401[4(8>430,-a((E#'>3+@>L#(38#(60K130K1(38,0%<8(9%1(+$&'>&#4(38+3(@>1H(=+H#(
I+,,>401(30(38#(60K130K1(8>430,>$(6>43,>$3a

N( :66(3,##(K#@@4(30(<,##1(38#(43,##3a(/014>6#,(+66>1<(+(3,##(K#@@(+3(#+$8($0,1#,(01(38#(60K130K1(4b%+,#(+16(01#(#'#,-(4>"(
2+,H>1<(42+$#4(30(<,##1(38#(43,##3a

N( :@@#-4(+,#(+1(0220,3%1>3-(90,(8>430,>$(30%,4(+16(0%34>6#(#+&1<(+,#+4a((I+,,>401(8+4(?#+%&9%@(+@@#-4(_%43(K+>&1<(30($0*#(30(@>9#a

N( E#*0'#(2+,H>1<(9,0*(>1(9,013(09(38#(38#+3#,(+16($,#+3#(+(2@+$#(30(@>1<#,(?#90,#(0,(+g#,(38#(*0'>#a

N( :(4><1+<#(+16(K+-(f16>1<(*+43#,(2@+1(>4(1##6#6(90,(38#(60K130K1(+,#+a(()3,##3(4><1+<#(>4(*>44>1<a

N( /014>6#,(+(3#*20,+,-(vaBA(4+@#4(3+"(30(9%16(60K130K1(>*2,0'#*#134D(#1$0%,+<>1<($0**%1>3-(*#*?#,4(30(>1'#43(>1(38#(
8#+,3(09(38#($0**%1>3-a

N( /014>6#,(+(,0%16+?0%3(+3(IK-(t(+16(qpUa(78>4(K0%@6(*+H#(+(?#+%&9%@(<+3#K+-(30(38#(60K130K1(8>430,>$(6>43,>$3(+16(2,#2+,#(
*030,>434(90,(42##64(+22,02,>+3#(30(+(60K130K1(+,#+a

Long Term Recommendations

T#5$2(&'(+%79+"$&.*($&#5&X8"9&48@56$5;-&A!
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U+4#6(01($0**%1>3-(>13#,#434(+16(0220,3%1>&#4(>6#1&f#6(6%,>1<(38#(K0,H4802D(I+,,>401(8+4(38#(02‐
20,3%1>3-(30(@#+,1(9,0*(38#(90@@0K>1<($0**%1>&#4M(

Communities to Learn From

!1$@04%,# N( )>@0+*()2,>1<4D(:E

/,#+&1<(+1(P%3600,(
E00*

N( !@(;0,+60D(:E

/,#+&1<(/0*2@#">3- N( R#+,@()3,##3(X+@@D(U0%@6#,D(/P

78#+3#,(;>43,>$3 N( /0@b%#G#D(Z:

Z,##1>1<(38#()3,##3 N( =+H#(P4K#<0D(PE

S+,*#,[4(X+,H#3
N( X+6>401D(J5
N( R0,3(70K14#16D(J:

/013#434(90,(X#,‐
$8+134

N( R0,3(70K14#16(X+>1()3,##3(
(((((((R,0<,+*D(J:

:@@#-4
N( )3a(=%>4(P?>420D(/:
N( \>$30,>+D(U/

U>$-$@#(=>?,+,- N( S0,3(/0@@>14D(/P

)#+&1< N( /+,*#@D(5F

7#,*>1+&1<(\>43+ N( ;%16+,+'#D(U/

U,>6<#4
N( Z0@6#1D(/P
N( P@-*2>+D(J:

Example Communities
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78#(ABBC6+-($8+@@#1<#(+@@0K4(38#(/>3-(09(I+,,>401(30(6#*0143,+3#(+(<#1%>1#($0**>3*#13(30(+$&'#(@>'‐
>1<a((78#(90@@0K>1<(<0+@4($+1(?#(+$$0*2@>48#6(>1(ABB(6+-4a((!+$8(<0+@(>6#1&f#4(@#+6#,4(K80(480%@6(8+'#(
+(,0@#(>1(*0'>1<(>1>&+&'#4(90,K+,6a(=#+6#,4(480%@6(,#+$8(0%3(30(+@@(*0&'+3#6(+16(>13#,#43#6(2+,&#4(
30($0@@+?0,+3#(01(38#(ABBC;+-(/8+@@#1<#a((78#1D($0*2@#3#(+4(*+1-(09(38#4#(<0+@4(+4(-0%($+1(K>38>1(38#(
1#"3(ABB(;+-4a(

Harrison 100Day Challenge

Days 130

I?5*'\RJ'R+>13(38#($,044K+@H4(+16(4302(?+,4(01(Fa(X+>1(
)3,##3a(U#<>1(K>38(Fa(X+>1()3,##3(+3(U0K#,(4>1$#(38>4(>4(
?-(38#(8042>3+@a(()302(?+,4(480%@6(?#(AB(9##3(?+$H(9,0*(
38#($,044K+@H4a

I?5*'\]J'R+>13(?0@6(K8>@#(@>1#4(30(0%3@>1#(38#(60K1‐
30K1($,044K+@H4(+16(*0'#(38#(4302(?+,4(?+$H(AB(9##3(
9,0*(38#($,044K+@Ha

I?5*'\VJ'J8#,#(38#(?>H#(@+1#(#164(01(Fa(X+>1()3,##3(
$0*>1<(>130(38#(8>430,>$(6>43,>$3D(2+>13(+(48+,,0K(40(38+3(
*030,>434(+16(?>$-$@>434(%16#,43+16(38+3(38#-(+,#(30(
48+,#(38#(42+$#a(

*K5GKF<J'R%?@>$(J0,H4(;>,#$30,D(/>3-(7,+1420,3+&01(!1‐
<>1##,D(;>43,>$3(7,+1420,3+&01(!1<>1##,4D(:I7;(E#<>01+@(
R,0_#$3(X+1+<#,D(+16(38#()3+3#(U>$-$@#(+16(R#6#43,>+1(
/00,6>1+30,

I?5*'\XJ'78#(/>3-(480%@6(>44%#(+(@#G#,(30(:I7;(+16(
38#(+22,02,>+3#(%&@>3-(,#b%>,>1<(38#*(30($@#+1(%2(+g#,((
2,0_#$34a((:(4><1+@(20@#(>143+@@#6(+3(U0K#,(+3(Fa(X+>1(
)3,##3(@#g(6#?,>4(01(38#(4>6#K+@H(+16(60K130K1(,#2+>,4(
8+'#(@#g(6#?,>4(01($>3-(43,##34a((

*K5GKF<J(X+-0,(+16(R%?@>$(J0,H4(;>,#$30,

I?5*'\YJ'E#*0'#(38#(6%*243#,(9,0*(>1(9,013(09(38#(
;0@@+,(Z#1#,+@()30,#a

*K5GKF<J(/06#(!190,$#*#13(+16(U%4>1#44(PK1#,

Days 3160

I."#'\`J'E#'>#K(38#(/+2>3+@(5*2,0'#*#13(R,0_#$34(30(
4##(K8+3(2,0_#$34(+,#(>1$@%6#6(+16(80K(38#-(*><83(?#(
%26+3#6(30(#1$0%,+<#(+$&'#(3,+1420,3+&01(+16(/0*‐
2@#3#()3,##34a(!'#,-(2,0_#$3(>1(@>1#(90,(9%16>1<(480%@6(
+14K#,(38#(90@@0K>1<(b%#4&01M(I0K(60#4(38>4(2,0_#$3(
4%220,3(>16>'>6%+@(+16($0**%1>3-(8#+@38(>1(I+,,>401|

*K5GKF<J(I+,,>401[4(/PE!(Z,0%2

Days 61100

I?5*'\ZJ''J8>@#(38>4(#1&,#(2,0_#$3(*+-(103(?#($0*‐
2@#3#6(>1(ABBC6+-4D($01'#1>1<(38#(,><83(<,0%2(30(2,>‐
0,>&L#(f">1<(38#(4>6#K+@H(?#3K##1(38#(8042>3+@(+16(
60K130K1(480%@6(?#(601#a((78>4(3+4H(90,$#($+1(+44>43(
38#($>3-(>1(f16>1<(9%16>1<(30(*+H#(38>4(>*2,0'#*#13a((
J>38>1(ABB(6+-4D(38#(@#+6#,4(>6#1&f#6(480%@6(*##3(+16(
2,0204#(+1(+$&01(2@+1(30(4#$%,#(9%16>1<(30(,#2@+$#(38>4(
4>6#K+@Ha((

*K5GKF<J(X+-0,D(R%?@>$(J0,H4(;>,#$30,D(/>3-(/0%1$>@0,D(
/>3-(+16(;>43,>$3(7,+1420,3+&01(!1<>1##,4D(I042>3+@(
R,#4>6#13D(I+,,>401[4(/PE!(Z,0%2D()3+3#(U>$-$@#(+16(
R#6#43,>+1(/00,6>1+30,
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Harrison, AR
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Springdale, AR
Observations and Recommendations

'8&J+()&8?&@)*9&@$&
;8&#6&589&?8"&+6&Z&#9K6&
?8"&8+"&B#;6-&9)$&5$G9&
=$5$"*285-&9)86$&
@)8&*"$5K9&)$"$&E$9

C&:*E8"&/8+=&
'7"8+6$

A*%B#5=&!+;#9&X*"2(#7*596&C&1*"3$E&S85$6&F%$J$59*"E&'()88%

A*%B#5=&!+;#9&X*"2(#7*596&C&FJJ*&'9"$$9

Greenways Trail Site, Springdale, AR
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)2,>1<6+@#(>4(@0$+3#6(>1(J+48>1<301(+16(U#1301($0%1&#4D(>1(38#(10,38K#43#,1(,#<>01(
09(:,H+14+4a(((:$$0,6>1<(30(WBAB(/#14%4(U%,#+%D(38#(202%@+&01(09(38#($>3-(>4(quDtuta((
)2,>1<6+@#(>4(38#(4#$016C@+,<#43($>3-(>1(F0,38K#43(:,H+14+4(+16($%,,#13@-(:,H+14+4[4(
90%,38C@+,<#43($>3-D(?#8>16(=>G@#(E0$HD(S0,3()*>38D(+16(S+-#G#'>@@#a(()2,>1<6+@#(>4(80*#(
30(38#(8#+6b%+,3#,4(09(7-401(S0064(+16(+@40(38#(8#+6b%+,3#,4(09(S%#@4(z()%22@>#4a((51(
WBBhCABD(38#($>3-(K+4(,#$0<1>L#6(+4(2+,3(09(38#(jR@+-9%@(/>3-(^):k(>1>&+&'#(90,(38#>,(
#c0,34(30(#14%,#($8>@6,#1(8+'#(<,#+3(2@+$#4(30(2@+-a((

)2,>1<6+@#(>4(#1<+<#6(>1(+(<,##1K+-4(2,0_#$3(38+3(K>@@(%1$+2(38#($,##H(+16(90$%4(,#'>‐
3+@>L+&01(#c0,34(>1(38#(60K130K1a(78>4(2,0_#$3(K>@@(#1$0%,+<#(,#<>01+@(+$&'#(3,+14‐
20,3+&01(+16(>*2,0'#6($011#$&'>3-(?#3K##1($0**%1>&#4a((

)$8#6%@#(09(!'#134

D.()"CQ'?64.%&8'RZ

TUVS>WUSS"/
( 513,06%$&01(+16(R,#4#13+&01M(
( :$&'#(7,+1420,3+&01(+16(
( R@+$#(*+H>1<

WUSS>RSUSS"/
( J+@H>1<(:%6>3(C(;0K130K1(
( !**+(:'#1%#

RSUSS>RRUSS"/
( :%6>3(;>4$%44>01(+16(\>4>01>1<(( (
( )#44>01(90,(R+,&$>2+134

RRUVS>RUSS9/
( R,#4#13+&01(30()2,>1<6+@#(
( E03+,-(/@%?M(U#1#f34(09(:$&'#(( (
( 7,+1420,3+&01

YUSS>ZUVS9/
( R,#4#13+&01M(I#+@38(+16(38#(U%>@3(( (
( !1'>,01*#13e(!$010*>$(U#1#f34(09((
( ;0K130K1(E#'>3+@>L+&01(!c0,34

70&2)"CQ'?64.%&8'RT
(

TUVS>WUSS"/
( 513,06%$&01(+16(R,#4#13+&01M(( (
( U#1#f34(09(J+@H+?>@>3-(+16(=>'+?>@>3-

WUSS>RSUSS"/
( J+@H>1<(:%6>3(C(I+,'#-(V01#4()$800@

RSUSS>RRUVS"/
( :%6>3(6>4$%44>01(+16(4%**+,-

]USS>VUSS9/
( X##&1<(K>38(X+-0,()2,0%4#D(( (
( R@+11>1<(+16(/0**%1>3-(
( ;#'#@02*#13(;>,#$30,(R+34-(/8,>4&#((
( +16(:@3+(Z,##1K+-4(R,#4>6#13(/8%$H((
( S@>1H

`UVS>TUVS9/
( ;0K130K1(7,+>@4(R,0_#$3(^26+3#e(( (
( I#+@38(+16(38#(U%>@3(!1'>,01*#13e(( (
( ;0K130K1(E#'>3+@>L+&01(+16(:$&'#((
( =>'>1<

706+-D()2,>1<6+@#(9+$#4(38#(90@@0K>1<($8+@@#1<#4M

N( 51(WBABD(qnaWw(09(+6%@34(>1(J+48>1<301(/0%13-(K#,#(0'#,K#><83(0,(0?#4#(+16(
AhaApw(09($8>@6,#1(K#,#(0'#,K#><83(0,(0?#4#

N( 51(WBBuD(Whatw(09(+6%@34(>1(J+48>1<301(/0%13-(K#,#(6>+<104#6(K>38(8><8(
?@006(2,#44%,#

N( 51(WBBuD(rAw(09(+6%@34(>1(J+48>1<301(/0%13-(K#,#(6>+<104#6(K>38(8><8($80‐
@#43#,0@

N( 51(WBABD(qaqw(09(+6%@34(>1(J+48>1<301(/0%13-(K#,#(6>+<104#6(K>38(6>+?#3#4

N( S,0*(WBBpCWBBuD(tuapw(09(+6%@34($014%*#6(9#K#,(6+>@-(4#,'>1<4(09(9,%>34(+16(
'#<#3+?@#4(38+1(,#$0**#16#6

N( 51(WBBuD(pnaWw(09(+6%@34(*#3(6+>@-(28-4>$+@(+$&'>3-(,#b%>,#*#134(

N( Wnw(09(+6%@34(>1(J+48>1<301(/0%13-(,#20,3(10(@#>4%,#(&*#(+$&'>3-

A*%B#5=&*+;#9&7*"2(#7*596&#5&'7"#5=;*%$-&!.

Introduction
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265 Emma Ave

W Johnson Ave
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E Johnson Ave
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W Johnson Ave
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Huntsville Ave

<&@8&@"4&)'*"()'L2&2
700(*+1-(9#1$#4(+16(4#<,#‐
<+3#6(@+16(%4#4(+,#(6#'+@%>1<(
2,02#,3-('+@%#4(+16(2,#'#13‐
>1<(+(1+3%,+@(*>"(09(%4#4a((70(
,+>4#(2,02#,3-('+@%#4D(4%220,3(
4*+@@(?%4>1#44#4D(+16(#1$0%,‐
+<#(+$&'#(3,+1420,3+&01D(K#(
480%@6(+'0>6(9#1$>1<a

<0%08%"('<98"H#
J8>@#()2,>1<6+@#(>4(80*#(30(
+(60K130K1($0,#(38+3(0c#,4(
*>"#6(%4#4(+16(>13#,#4&1<(
?%>@6>1<(430$HD(300(*%$8(09(
38#(+,#+(>4(4%?%,?+1(42,+K@D(
K>38(6#'#@02*#13(43,%1<(
+@01<(*+_0,($0,,>60,4a((
E#4>6#1&+@($0**%1>&#4(
+,#(9#1$#6D(8+'#(300(*+1-(
$%@C6#C4+$4D(+16(*043@-(3%,1(
38#>,(?+$H4(30(38#(43,##34a

FG#625=&<85;#2856&#5&'7"#5=;*%$-&!. FG#625=&<85;#2856&#5&'7"#5=;*%$-&!.

Existing Conditions 
Day One
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265 Emma Ave

W Johnson Ave

Huntsville Ave

E Johnson Ave
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W Johnson Ave
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Huntsville Ave

M"24Q',"6"(4'9"8$+(@'#.42
I0K(*%$8(2+,H>1<(60#4()2,>1<‐
6+@#(1##6|((

O*(B&8?&7$;$69"#*5&*J$5#2$6&#5&'7"#5=;*%$-&!. FG#6#95=&<85;#2856&#5&'7"#5=;*%$-&!.

D"+('<48&&4'F&,+4"#+^"1.('<480@@#+(@
51'#43*#134(>1(60K130K1()2,>1<6+@#(
O!**+(:'#1%#Q(+,#(1##6#6a((R%?@>$(
>1'#43*#13(480%@6(6,>'#(2,>'+3#(6#'#@02‐
*#13a((;0K130K1()2,>1<6+@#(>4(80*#(
30(4><1>f$+13(>16%43,-D(>1$@%6>1<(7-401(
S0064a((78#(+,#+(>4(K#@@C<,>66#6D(8+4(>1‐
3#,#4&1<(+,$8>3#$3%,#(+16(K8#1(38#(K+‐
3#,9,013(3,+>@(>4($0*2@#3#(+16(38#($,##H(
%1$+22#6D()2,>1<6+@#(1##64(30($01$#1‐
3,+3#(01(2%?@>$(2,>'+3#(>1'#43*#134(>1(
38#(!**+(:'#1%#(+,#+(90,(4%43+>1+?@#(
<,0K38a((
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Emma Ave 265265

E Meadow Drive

Caudle St

Airport Ave
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t

O*(B&8?&7$;$69"#*5&*J$5#2$6&#5&'7"#5=;*%$-&!.& Bicycle parking at Harvey Jones Elementary School

<48&&4'G&2+@('<4"()"8)2'?04)"4&)
)3,##34(+,#(300(K>6#D(@+1#4(+,#(300(
K>6#D(3%,1>1<(,+6>>(#1$0%,+<#(8><8(
42##6(*0'#*#134D($,044K+@H4(+,#(
*>42@+$#6D(2#6#43,>+14(+,#(103(
?%c#,#6D(43,>2>1<(3#$81>b%#4(+,#(103(
>1(@>1#(K>38(?#43(2,+$&$#4(+16(38#(
60K130K1(+,#+(8+4(300(*+1-(6#3#‐
,>0,+&1<(+16('+$+13(+428+@3(2+,H>1<(
@034a((P%34>6#(38#(60K130K1($0,#D(
2#6#43,>+1(2@+11>1<(>4(200,(K>38(
9#K($011#$&014(+16(+*#1>&#4(30(
#1$0%,+<#(+$&'#(3,+1420,3+&01a

O0/&8.02'A&)&248+"('
?%248061.(2

Existing Conditions 
Day Two
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:g#,(38#(K+@H>1<(+%6>34D(2+,&$>2+134(#1<+<#6(>1(+('>4>01>1<(6>4$%44>01(30(>6#1&9-(
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Short Term Recommendations
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Mid Term Recommendations

Street Mural in Bellingham, WAEngaging emergency responders in Santa Barbara, CA
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I?5*'\]J'R@+$#(4#+&1<(+16(@>G#,($+14(+,0%16(38#($0*‐
*%1>3-a

*K5GKF<J(R%?@>$(J0,H4(;>,#$30,D(R@+11>1<(+16(/0**%‐
1>3-(;#'#@02*#13(;>,#$30,(+16(38#(!"#$%&'#(;>,#$30,(
09(38#(I>430,>$()2,>1<6+@#(P,<+1>L+&01a(

I."#'\VJ'R+>13($,044K+@H4(+16(4302(?+,4(+,0%16(38#(/>3-(
:6*>1>43,+&01(U%>@6>1<a(R,#4#13@-D()2,>1<()3,##3(+16(!a(
V081401(:'#1%#(60(103(8+'#(*+,H>1<4a

*K5GKF<J'R%?@>$(J0,H4(;>,#$30,D(/>3-(7,+1420,3+&01(
!1<>1##,

I?5*'\XJ'78#(/>3-D(/8+*?#,(09(/0**#,$#D(E03+,-(
/@%?(+16(I>430,>$()2,>1<6+@#(0,<+1>L+&014(480%@6(*##3(
+16(6>4$%44(38#(8#+@38(+16(#$010*>$('>3+@>3-(09(!**+(
)3,##3a((
(
*K5GKF<J'X+-0,D(/8+*?#,(R,#4>6#13D(E03+,-(R,#4>6#13D(
/>3-(/0%1$>@(/8+>,D(+16(!"#$%&'#(;>,#$30,(09(I>430,>$(
)2,>1<6+@#a

Days 3160

(I?5*'\YJ(!1$0%,+<#(@+K(#190,$#*#13(+16(#*#,<#1$-(
,#42016#,4(30(2,0'>6#(K+@H>1<(0,(?>$-$@>1<(2+3,0@4a

*K5GKF<J'X+-0,D(/>3-(:G0,1#-D(/8>#9(09(R0@>$#(+16(38#(
R+3,0@(/+23+>1

I?5*'\`J'E#'>#K(38#(/>3-[4(X%1>$>2+@(/06#(90,(2+,H>1<(
?+-(K>638(+16(6#238(,#b%>,#*#134e(*>1>*%*

2+,H>1<(,#b%>,#*#134e(+16(4#3?+$H4a((U#<>1(38#(2,0$#44(
09(+*#16>1<(38#($06#a

*K5GKF<J(R%?@>$(J0,H4(;>,#$30,(+16(R@+11>1<(+16(/0*‐
*%1>3-(;#'#@02*#13(;>,#$30,

I?5*'\Z'R+>13(?>H#(@+1#4a(U#<>1(01()2,>1<()3,##3(?#‐
3K##1(!**+(+16(!a(V081401(:'#1%#a(

*K5GKF<J'R%?@>$(J0,H4(;>,#$30,D(/>3-(7,+1420,3+&01(
!1<>1##,D(+16(38#()3+3#(U>$-$@#(+16(R#6#43,>+1(/00,6>‐
1+30,

Days 61100

I?5*'\TJ':6_%43(4><1+@(&*>1<(90,(+%30*+3#6(>1$@%4>01(
09(K+@H>1<($-$@#4D(40(38+3(4><1+@4(,#$+@@(30(J:=.(6%,>1<(
38#($-$@#a(.##2(4><1+@4(01(38#(J:=.(,#@#+4#(90,(38#(9%@@(
@#1<38(09(38#($-$@#D(*>1%4(38#($@#+,+1$#(>13#,'+@a((=00H(
+3(38#(@#1<38(09(&*#(2#6#43,>+14(+,#(<>'#1(30($,044(
>13#,4#$&014(+4(38>4(*+-(103(?#(38#($0,,#$3(+*0%13(09(
&*#a(;%,>1<(38#(f,43(ABB(6+-4D(4#3(+(<0+@(09(+44#44>1<(
01#(>13#,4#$&01(2#,(K##H(+16(%26+&1<(01#(>13#,4#$‐
&01(2#,(K##Ha((

=!:;!E)M(R%?@>$(J0,H4(;>,#$30,D(/>3-(7,+1420,3+&01(
!1<>1##,D(;>43,>$3(7,+1420,3+&01(!1<>1##,4D(:,H+14+4(
I><8K+-(+16(7,+1420,3+&01(;#2+,3*#13(E#<>01+@(
R,0_#$3(X+1+<#,D(+16(38#()3+3#(U>$-$@#(+16(R#6#43,>+1(
/00,6>1+30,

I?5*'\WJ\>4>01(+(*%,+@($013#43(30(#1$0%,+<#(*%,+@4(09(
8>430,>$+@(4><1>f$+1$#(>1(38#(60K130K1(+,#+a(

*K5GKF<J')8>@08(X%4#%*(!"#$%&'#(;>,#$30,D(I>430,>$(
)2,>1<6+@#(!"#$%&'#(;>,#$30,D(/>3-(/0%1$>@0,(+16(,#2,#‐
4#13+&'#4(90,(*+_0,(#*2@0-#,4

Springdale 100Day Challenge
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Springdale, AR
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Siloam Springs, AR
Observations and Recommendations

Home in Downtown Siloam Springs, AR

The Walking Audit Team, Siloam Springs, AR
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51(AhtuD(*#6>$>1+@(?#1#f34(K#,#(6>4$0'#,#6(>1(38#(42,>1<4(1#+,(2,#4#13C6+-()>@0+*(
)2,>1<4D(+16(>3(?#$+*#(+(4%**#,(,#40,3(6#4&1+&01a(()001(+g#,D(38#(30K1(K+4(2@+3‐
3#6(+16D(4>1$#(38#1D()>@0+*()2,>1<4(8+4(?#$0*#(80*#(30(+(?#+%&9%@(60K130K1(+@01<(
)+<#,(/,##Ha((.10K1(90,(b%+@>3-(09(@>9#(+16(*+>1(43,##3($8+,*D()>@0+*()2,>1<4(>4(@0$+3#6(
0c(I><8K+-(nAW(+3(38#(PH@+80*+(43+3#(@>1#a((78#(WBAB($#14%4(2@+$#6()>@0+*()2,>1<[4(
202%@+&01(+3(ApDBrua((X+_0,(#*2@0-#,4(>1$@%6#()>**014(S0064D(X$.##(S0064D(:@@#1(
/+11>1<(/0*2+1-D(J+@CX+,3()%2#,(/#13#,D(/8#,0H##(/+4>10D(/0??C\+13,#44D(;+-)2,>1<(
/+,64D(Z+3#4(/0,20,+&01D(V081(U,0K1(^1>'#,4>3-D(+16(=+C}CU0-(09(:,H+14+4a(()>@0+*(
)2,>1<4(>4(80*#(30(V081(U,0K1(^1>'#,4>3-D(+16(,#4>6#134(+@40(?#1#f3(9,0*(38#(2,0">*‐
>3-(09(38#(^1>'#,4>3-(09(:,H+14+4D(F0,38K#43(:,H+14+4(/0**%1>3-(/0@@#<#D(+16(F0,38‐
K#43(7#$81>$+@(514&3%3#D(K8>$8(+,#(@#44(38+1(np(*>1%3#4(9,0*()>@0+*()2,>1<4a(

Emergency responders in Siloam Springs, AR

)$8#6%@#(09(!'#134

?64.%&8'RW

]USS9/
( U,>6<#4(30(J#@@1#44(7#+*(
( X##&1<(z(U%4(70%,(09()>@0+*((
( )2,>1<4

YUVS>TUSS9/
( R,#4#13+&01M(78#(U#1#f34(09((
( J+@H+?@#D(=>'+?@#(/0**%1>&#4((
( E#$#2&01

?64.%&8']S
(
WUSS>RSUVS"/
( )>@0+*()2,>1<4()3#24(30(J#@@1#44(
( )%**>3(R,#4#13+&01M(78#(U%>@3(
( !1'>,01*#13[4(5*2+$3(01(I#+@38((
( +16(J#@@?#>1<(R,#4#13+&01M((
( !$010*>$(5*2+$3(09(/0*2@#3#((
( )3,##34

RSUVS>RRUVS"/'
( J+@H+?>@>3-(:%6>3(C(/8#,>(J8>3(
( @0$H(30()%#(:1<@>1(;,>'#

(..(>RUVS9/
( R,#4#13+&01M(J8+3()%$$#449%@(
( /0**%1>&#4(I+'#(>1(/0**01

RUVS>VUSS9/
( \>4>01>1<(!"#,$>4#(C(^1>&1<(P%,(
( /0**%1>3-(>1(I#+@38(+16(J#@@1#44

)>@0+*()2,>1<4(9+$#4(38#(90@@0K>1<($8+@@#1<#4M

N( qraBw(09(+6%@34(>1(U#1301(/0%13-(+,#(0'#,K#><83(+16(Wtw(+,#(0?#4#a(Aqapw(
09(U#1301(/0%13-($8>@6,#1(+,#(0'#,K#><83(0,(0?#4#a

N( WuaBw(09(+6%@34(>1(U#1301(/0%13-(8+'#(?##1(6>+<104#6(K>38(8><8(?@006(2,#4‐
4%,#

N( tuaBw(09(+6%@34($014%*#(9#K#,(6+>@-(4#,'>1<4(09(9,%>34(+16('#<#3+?@#4(38+1(
,#$0**#16#6

N( 51(WBBuD(pnaWw(09(+6%@34(*#3(6+>@-(28-4>$+@(+$&'>3-(,#b%>,#*#134(

N( Wrw(09(+6%@34(>1(U#1301(/0%13-(,#20,3(10(@#>4%,#(&*#(+$&'>3-

Introduction

A*%B#5=&*+;#9&7*"2(#7*596&#5&'#%8*J&'7"#5=6-&!.
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<98"H#+(@'G&,&#.9/&(4'4.'4:&'
O.84:H&24'
J8>@#()>@0+*()2,>1<4(8+4(+(
?#+%&9%@(60K130K1($0,#(38+3(
0c#,4(*>"#6(%4#4D(48022>1<D(
*%,+@4(+16(2+,H4D(300(*%$8(09(
>34(<,0K38(8+4(?##1(90$%4#6(30(
38#(10,38K#43a(()>@0+*()2,>1<4(
*%43(+'0>6(6#'#@02*#13(
43,%1<(+@01<(*+_0,(3,+1420,‐
3+&01($0,,>60,4(+16(90$%4(01(
>1f@@(6#'#@02*#13($@04#,(30(38#(
8>430,>$(60K130K1(+,#+a(

<48&&4'G&2+@('<4"()"8)2'?04)"4&)'
F#K(6#'#@02*#13(%4#4(43,##3(6#4><1(
43+16+,64(38+3(1##6(30(?#(%26+3#6a(()3,##34(
+,#(300(K>6#D(@+1#4(+,#(300(K>6#D(3%,1>1<(
,+6>>(#1$0%,+<#(8><8(42##6(*0'#*#134D(
$,044K+@H4(+,#(*>42@+$#6D(2#6#43,>+14(+,#(
103(?%c#,#6D(43,>2>1<(3#$81>b%#4(+,#(103(>1(
@>1#(K>38(?#43(2,+$&$#4(+16(38#,#(+,#(*+1-(
~<0+3(3,+$H4[(K8#,#(2#6#43,>+14(8+'#(?##1(
+1(+g#,380%<83a(78#(>13#,4#$&01(09(/8#,>(
J8>3@0$H(;,>'#(+16()%#(:1<@>1(>4(6+1<#,‐
0%4(30(2#6#43,>+14(+16(*030,>434(6%#(30(38#(
2@+$#*#13(09(38#(4302(?+,(+16($,044K+@HD(
+16(42##64(01(/8#,>(J8>3@0$H(;,>'#a(((

Entrance to highschool in Silaom Springs, AR Misplaced, narrow crossing in Siloam Springs, AR

Existing Conditions

I"4&H"C'*"6$+(@
)>@0+*()2,>1<4(1##64(+(<+3#K+-(9#+3%,#(
9,0*(I><8K+-(nAWa((78#(4#,'>$#(+,#+(90,(
)>@0+*()2,>1<4(>4(0'#,(ABBDBBB(2#02@#(
+16(38#($0**%1>3-(>4(@0$+3#6(01(38#(
PH@+80*+()3+3#(@>1#a((Z+3#K+-(9#+3%,#4(
9,0*(38#(8><8K+-(+,#(1##6#6(30(480K‐
$+4#()>@0+*()2,>1<4(30(38#(rBDBBB(*030,‐
>434(K80(3,+'#@(I><8K+-(nAW(#+$8(6+-a((
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X$;$69"#*5&8D69"+(2856&#5&'#%8*J&'7"#5=6-&!. Y8&D+\$"&D$9@$$5&7$;$69"#*56&*5;&J898"#696

A8.%#&/"16'=+@:'<9&&)'-.88+).8'78&"4/&(42
/8#,>(J8>3@0$H(;,>'#(8+4(+(2043#6(42##6(@>*>3(09(pBCpp*28D(
-#3(38>4(43,##3(8+4(+($%,?#6(#6<#a((F+&01+@(?#43(2,+$&$#4(
,#*0'#($%,?>1<(9,0*(43,##34(K>38(42##6(@>*>34(0'#,(np*28(
90,(9#+,(38+3(+($+,(K>@@(?%*2(38#($%,?>1<D(@04#($013,0@(0,(
Y>2a((:66>&01+@@-D(/8#,>(J8>3@0$H(;,>'#D(@>H#(038#,(8><8(
42##6($0,,>60,4(>1()>@0+*()2,>1<4D(2@+$#4(38#(2#6#43,>+1(
1#"3(30(3,+d$(K>380%3(+(?%c#,a(()>6#K+@H4(480%@6(?#(4#2+‐
,+3#6(9,0*(*0'>1<(3,+d$(?-(+(?>H#(@+1#(+16(38#1(+(WCr(9003(
?%c#,(90,(3,##4(+16(<,0%16($0'#,a((:(,+>@(@>1#($,044#4(/8#,>(
J8>3@0$H(+16(K8>@#(*030,>434(+,#(2,03#$3#6(?-(38#(,+>@,0+6(
$,044>1<(+,*4D(38#(4>6#K+@H4(8+'#(10(?+,,>#,D(#'#1(380%<8(
38>4(>4(+(H10K1(,0%3#(30(38#(8><8(4$800@a((

D"+('<48&&4'O&&)2'N..24
51'#43*#134(>1(60K130K1()>@0+*(
)2,>1<4(+,#(1##6#6a((R%?@>$(>1'#43‐
*#13(480%@6(6,>'#(2,>'+3#(6#'#@02‐
*#13(+16(38#(0@6(8042>3+@(2,0'>6#4(
38#(/>3-(K>38(_%43(38>4(0220,3%1>3-a((
;0K130K1()>@0+*()2,>1<4(1##64(
*0,#(9003(3,+d$(6%,>1<(38#(6+-(40(
<,0%16(Y00,(,#13+@4(480%@6(90$%4(01(
,#3+>@(K>38(0d$#4(+16(80%4>1<(+?0'#a((
=>*>3#6(430,#(80%,4D('+$+1$>#4(+16(
<,0%16(Y00,(0d$#(%4#4(+,#(>16>$+‐
30,4(38+3(60K130K1()>@0+*()2,>1<4(
1##64(+1(#$010*>$(?0043a
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:g#,(38#(K+@H>1<(+%6>34D(2+,&$>2+134(#1<+<#6(>1(+('>4>01>1<(6>4$%44>01(30(>6#1&9-(
H#-(0220,3%1>&#4(30(4%220,3(+$&'#(3,+1420,3+&01(>1()>@0+*()2,>1<4a((R+,&$>2+134(
6>4$%44#6(38#(90@@0K>1<(302>$4M

N( J#(1##6(30(,#*0'#(#"$%4#4(+16(*+H#(K+@H>1<(2@#+4+13D(#1_0-+?@#(+16($01'#‐
1>#13(90,(+@@a

N( =#3[4(90$%4(01($,#+&1<(+$&01+?@#(43,+3#<>#4(90,(80*#(30K1(8#+@38a

N( )>@0+*()2,>1<4(480%@6(?#(+(*06#@(09($8+1<#(K>38(20@>$>#4(+16(2,0<,+*4(90,(
8#+@38(+16(K#@@1#44a(

N( 78>4(>4(9%,38#,(2,009(38+3(K#(1##6(30(H##2(2%,4%>1<(3,+>@(6#'#@02*#13(>9(K#(+,#(
30(?#(4%43+>1+?@#D(,#4>@>#13D(8#+@38-(+16(#1$0%,+<#(+<>1<(>1(2@+$#a

N( 5(8+'#(<,#+3#,(,#40@'#(30(@00H(90,(9%16>1<(30(>*2,0'#(X+>1()3,##3(9,0*(I><8K+-(
pu(30(U,0+6K+-a((P%,(<+3#K+-(>130(30K1(>4(#*?+,,+44>1<a(

N( U,>6<#4(30(J#@@1#44(480%@6($,#+3#(3+@H>1<(20>134(01(8#+@38(+16(38#(?%>@3(#1'>,01‐
*#13(30(48+,#(K>38(38#($0**%1>3-a

N( !+$8(09(%4(480%@6(*+H#(+(2#,401+@($8+@@#1<#(30(3+@H(30(01#(038#,(2#,401(+?0%3(
+$&'#(@>'>1<(+16(38#(?%>@3(#1'>,01*#13(�(+16(30(*0'#(*0,#�

N( 5(+*($%,>0%4(+4(30(K8+3(38#(4$800@(>4(4#,'>1<(*-($8>@6(90,(@%1$8(#+$8(6+-(40(38#(
f,43(38>1<(5[*(<0>1<(30(60(>4(90@@0K(%2(01(38+3a((

FG#625=&<"866#5=&1#;$6&X$;$69"#*56

Participant Desires
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Short and Mid Term Recommendations

78#(90@@0K>1<(,#$0**#16+&014(+,#(6>'>6#6(>130(480,3C3#,*(+16(038#,(,#$0**#16+&014(90$%4#6(01(
38#(U,>6<#4(30(J#@@1#44(2,0<,+*a((78>4(4#$&01($01$@%6#4(K>38(+(ABBC;+-(/8+@@#1<#(K8>$8(1+,,0K4(+@@(
,#$0**#16+&014(>130(3804#(38+3($+1(?#(+$8>#'#6(>1(38#(f,43(ABB(6+-4a

Highway Bike Lane TreatmentsRailroad signage in Beaverton, OR

N( :(,+>@,0+6(2#6#43,>+1(+,*(480%@6(?@0$H(38#(4>6#K+@H(K8#1(3,+>14(+,#($0*>1<(38,0%<8a(

N( 5*2,0'#*#134(+,#(1##6#6(01()%#(:1<@>1(;,>'#(30($,#+3#(+1(#13,+1$#(4>1$#(38>4(%@&*+3#@-(@#+64(30(38#(1#K(8><8(4$800@a((^1‐
90,3%1+3#@-D(38#($,044K+@H(+16($%,?($%34(+,#(>1(38#(K,01<(204>&01(+16(8>6#(38#(2#6#43,>+1a((U+164(01(38#($,044K+@H(+,#(300(
9+,(+2+,3a((:(42#$>+@(4$800@(,#@+3#6(3,+d$($013,0@(6#'>$#(480%@6(?#(%4#6(K8#1(4$800@(>4(>1(4#44>01(30(K+,1(*030,>434(09(2#6#4‐
3,>+14(+16(43%6#13(6,>'#,4a((53(>4(%1$@#+,(K8+3(38#(42##6(@>*>3(>4(01(38>4(43,##3(K8#1($8>@6,#1(+,#(103(2,#4#13a

N( :3(38#(>13#,4#$&01(09(JWqn(+16(/8#,>(J8>3@0$H(;,>'#D(38#(>13#,4#$&01(>4(9%1$&01>1<(+16(8+4(<006(b%+@>&#4M(3K0(2#6#43,>+1(
,+*24(2#,(>13#,4#$&01(+16(+(2#6#43,>+1(4-43#*(38+3(>4(+$&'+3#6(6%,>1<(38,0%<8(*0'#*#13(09(3,+d$a((78#(<,##1($-$@#(480%@6(
,#43(01(J:=.a((70(>*2,0'#(38#(4+9#3-(09(2#6#43,>+14(+16(*030,>434D(38#(/>3-(480%@6($014>6#,(+(@+<<>1<(@#g(>13#,'+@(K8>$8(80@64(
38#(*030,>434(K8>@#(2#6#43,>+14($,044a

N( R,#4#13@-D(38#,#(>4(+(p(4#$016(,#@#+4#(+3(38#($,044>1<(01(Fnr(+16(2#6#43,>+14(60(103(8+'#(#10%<8(&*#(30(*+H#(>3(+$,044(38#(
43,##3a(78#(/>3-(1##64(30(+44#44(+@@(,#@#+4#(&*#4D(?%3(?#<>1(+,0%16(4$800@4D(8042>3+@4(+16(4#1>0,($#13#,4(30(#14%,#(2#6#43,>+14(
8+'#(#10%<8(&*#(30($,044(38#(43,##3a((:(,+>@>1<(>4(1##6#6(?-(38#(6,+>1+<#(6>3$8(+3(38>4(>13#,4#$&01a

N( /8#,>(J8>3@0$H(;,>'#D(+4(>3(>4($%,,#13@-(6#4><1#6D('+@%#4(42##6(+16(#d$>#1$-(09(38#(38,%(*0'#*#13a((I0K#'#,D(38>4(43,##3(>4(
80*#(30($8%,$8#4D(2+,H4D(,#$,#+&01+@(f#@64(+16(38#(#13,+1$#(,0+6(30(38#(8><8(4$800@(9,0*()%#(:1<@>1(;,>'#a((R,#4#13@-D(38#(
$#13#,(3%,1(@+1#(+16(3,+'#@(@+1#4(+,#(AW(9##3a((:@@(@+1#4(480%@6(?#(,#6%$#6(30(AB(9##3a(^4>1<(+(?0@6(AB(>1$8(#6<#(43,>2#D($,#+3#(+(
?>H#(@+1#(?#3K##1(38#(4>6#K+@H(+16(,0+6(01(38#(#+43(?0%16(4>6#a((59(38#(,><83(09(K+-(+@@0K4(90,(+(K#43C?0%16(?>H#(@+1#D(?%>@6(
38>4(300(0,(&#(38#(3,+>@(4-43#*(>1(+(K+-(38+3(#1$0%,+<#4(+$&'#(3,+1420,3+&01(>1(38>4(+,#+a((

Recommendations
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78#(:$&'#(=>'>1<(J0,H4802(>1()>@0+*()2,>1<4(90$%4#6(01(80K(38#(U,>6<#4(30(J#@@1#44(2,0<,+*(*><83(9%,38#,(38#>,(<0+@(90,()>@0+*(
)2,>1<4(+4(j:*#,>$+[4(J#@@1#44(/+2>30@ak((78#(90@@0K>1<(,#$0**#16+&014(4#,'#(+4(+(43+,&1<(20>13(90,(6>4$%44>014(+4(38#(U,>6<#4(30(
J#@@1#44(3#+*(*##34M

N( ;#f1#($,>3#,>+(90,(4%$$#44(90,(38#(U,>6<#4(30(J#@@1#44(2,0<,+*a((J8+3('>3+@(43+&4&$4(+,#(1##6#6(30(480K(>*2,0'#*#134(38+3(
480%@6(?#(3,+$H#6(10K|

N( U,>6<#4(30(J#@@1#44(43+c(480%@6(8+'#(+(,#<%@+,(+,&$@#(>1(78#(=#+6#,(K8>$8(42#+H4(30($0**%1>3-(8#+@38D(+$&'#(@>'>1<(+16($>'>$(
#1<+<#*#13a(

N( U,>6<#4(30(J#@@1#44(43+c(480%@6(K0,H(K>38(38#(/>3-(30(+22@-(90,()+9#(E0%3#4(30()$800@(9%16>1<a(78#(>13#,4#$&01(09()%#(:1<@>1(
;,>'#(+16(/8#,>(J8>3@0$H(;,>'#(1##64(30(?#(,#C#1<>1##,#6(+4(4001(+4(2044>?@#a((

N( U,>6<#4(30(J#@@1#44(43+c(480%@6(K0,H(K>38(38#(/>3-(+16(#1$0%,+<#($#13,+@>L#6(6#'#@02*#13(>1(38#(60K130K1(+,#+a(78#(0@6(
8042>3+@(480%@6(?#($014>6#,#6(90,(38#(1#K(@>?,+,-a((78>4(K0%@6(+$&'+3#(38#(2+,H(+16($,#+3#(+('>3+@(@>1H(30(38#(60K130K1(+,#+a((((
/>3-(43+c(+16(#@#$3#6(0d$>+@4(1##6(4%220,3#,4(>1(+@@(+,#+4(09(38#($0**%1>3-(30(?#($8+*2>014(09(+$&'#(@>'>1<a

N( U,>6<#4(30(J#@@1#44(43+c(480%@6(K0,H(K>38(/>3-(43+c(30(6,+g(+16(2+44(+(/0*2@#3#()3,##34(20@>$-(90,()>@0+*()2,>1<4a((700(*+1-(
09()>@0+*()2,>1<4(43,##34(+,#(>1$0*2@#3#a((P1$#(-0%(2+44(-0%,(/0*2@#3#()3,##34(20@>$-D(4##H(9%16>1<(30(f"(43,##34a

N( U,>6<#4(30(J#@@1#44(43+c(+16('0@%13##,4(480%@6(+G#16(I0*#0K1#,(:440$>+&01(X##&1<4D(/>3-(/0%1$>@(X##&1<4(+16(R@+11>1<(
/0**>44>01(X##&1<4D(,#<%@+,@-(>1b%>,>1<(80K(+(2,0_#$3(0,(2,0<,+*(>*2,0'#4(8#+@38D(K#@@C?#>1<(+16(38#(#$010*>$('>3+@>3-(09(
38#(+,#+a((

N( U,>6<#4(30(J#@@1#44(43+c(480%@6(K0,H(K>38(38#(/>3-(30($0*2@#3#(38#(3,+>@4(4-43#*(+16(38#1(>6#1&9-(+$&'>3-(6#4#,34a((:$&'>3-(
6#4#,34(+,#(3804#(2@+$#4(>1(+($0**%1>3-(38+3(,#b%>,#(+1(>16>'>6%+@(30(<#3(>130(+($+,(30(6,>'#(30(9006D(4$800@4(+16(038#,($,>&$+@(
4#,'>$#4a(

N( )>1$#()>@0+*()2,>1<4(>4(80*#(30(*+_0,(#*2@0-#,4D(#*28+4>4(*%43(?#(2@+$#6(01(3,+1420,3+&01(6#*+16(*+1+<#*#13(+16(>1‐
$#1&'>L>1<(+$&'#(3,+1420,3+&01(90,(#*2@0-##4a((U,>6<#4(30(J#@@1#44(480%@6(42#+,8#+6(+(3+4H(90,$#(30(%16#,43+16(38#(?+,,>#,4(
30(+$&'#(3,+1420,3+&01(>1()>@0+*()2,>1<4(+16(38#1($,#+3#(+1(+$&01(2@+1(30(+66,#44(38#*a(

Other Recommendations

Wellness discussion in Siloam Springs, ARBridges to Wellness Event
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)>@0+*()2,>1<4(+16(38#(U,>6<#4(30(J#@@1#44(2,0<,+*(8+4(38#(0220,3%1>3-(30(@#+,1(*0,#(+?0%3(38#(90@‐
@0K>1<(302>$4(9,0*(38#($0**%1>&#4(+16(0,<+1>L+&014(>6#1&f#6M

Communities to Learn From

^,?+1(:<,>$%@3%,# N( 78#(;#@3+(Z+,6#1()3%6-

7,+>@4
N( U0%@6#,D(/P
N( )#+G@#D(J:
N( U,#$H#1,>6<#D(/P

)$800@(/,044>1<(
7,#+3*#134

N( =+(X#4+D(/:
N( 7#@@#,(/0%13-D(/P

7,+d$(/+@*>1<
N( Z0@6#1D(/P
N( X+1>30%()2,>1<4D(/P

E+>@(/,044>1<4 N( U#+'#,301D(PE

U>H#(=+1#4
N( U0$+(E+301D(S=
N( /0,1#@>%4D(F/
N( U0>4#D(5;

E0+6(;>#34
N( ^1>'#,4>3-(R@+$#D(J:
N( 544+b%+8D(J:

E0%16+?0%34
N( P@-*2>+D(J:
N( I+*?%,<D(F`

J#@@1#44(R,0<,+*4
N( I#+@38K+-4(\>3+@>3-(/>3-(R,0<,+*D(

/:
N( J#@6(/0%13-D(/P

Z+3#K+-4 N( F0,38'>@@#D(X5

R#6#43,>+1(S,>#16@-(
7,#+3*#134

N( U%,@>1<301D(\7

X+>1()3,##3(
R,0<,+*

N( F+2#,'>@@#D(5=

Example Communities
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78#(ABBC6+-($8+@@#1<#(+@@0K4(38#(/>3-(09()>@0+*(+16(38#(U,>6<#4(30(J#@@1#44(2,0<,+*(30(6#*0143,+3#(+(
<#1%>1#($0**>3*#13(30(+$&'#(@>'>1<a((78#(90@@0K>1<(<0+@4($+1(?#(+$$0*2@>48#6(>1(ABB(6+-4a((!+$8(<0+@(
>6#1&f#4(@#+6#,4(K80(480%@6(8+'#(+(,0@#(>1(*0'>1<(>1>&+&'#4(90,K+,6a(=#+6#,4(480%@6(,#+$8(0%3(30(+@@(
*0&'+3#6(+16(>13#,#43#6(2+,&#4(30($0@@+?0,+3#(01(38#(ABBC;+-(/8+@@#1<#a((78#1D($0*2@#3#(+4(*+1-(09(
38#4#(<0+@4(+4(-0%($+1(K>38>1(38#(1#"3(ABB(;+-4a((

Days 130

I?5*'\RJ'U,>6<#4(30(J#@@1#44(43+c(480%@6(>1b%>,#(
K8#38#,(38#,#(8+4(?##1(+1(+22@>$+&01(90,()+9#(E0%3#4(
30()$800@(9%16>1<(+16(,#+$8(0%3(30(X#$8#@@#(J>14@0Ka

*K5GKF<J()$800@(U0+,6(R,#4>6#13D()3,##34(;>,#$30,D(
!"#$%&'#(;>,#$30,(09(U,>6<#4(30(J#@@1#44(43+c(+16(38#(
)3+3#()+9#(E0%3#4(30()$800@(/00,6>1+30,

I?5*'\]JE#C#1<>1##,(+16(,#?%>@6(38#($,044K+@H(+16(
$%,?($%34(+3(38#(>13#,4#$&01(09(/8#,>(J8>3@0$H(;,>'#(
+16()%#(:1<@>1(;,>'#a((78#($%,?($%3D($,044K+@H(+16(4302(
?+,(1##6(30(?#(*0'#6(40(38+3(43%6#134(+,#(103(8>66#1a((
U+164(01(38#($,044K+@H(+,#(300(9+,(+2+,3a(78>4(480%@6(?#(
+(2,>0,>3-(90,(38#(/>3-a

*K5GKF<J()3,##34(;>,#$30,D(/>3-(7,+1420,3+&01(!1<>1##,D(
;>43,>$3(7,+1420,3+&01(!1<>1##,4D(:,H+14+4(I><8K+-(
+16(7,+1420,3+&01(;#2+,3*#13(E#<>01+@(R,0_#$3(X+1‐
+<#,D(+16(38#()3+3#(U>$-$@#(+16(R#6#43,>+1(/00,6>1+30,

I?5*'\VJ(E#2,0<,+*(38#(4><1+@(&*>1<(+3(38#(>13#,4#$‐
&01(09(JWqn(+16(/8#,>(J8>3@0$H(;,>'#(40(38+3(38#(
<,##1($-$@#(,#434(01(J:=.a(:44#44(38#(@#1<38(09(&*#(
2#6#43,>+14(+,#(<>'#1(30($,044(38>4(>13#,4#$&01(+4(38>4(
*+-(103(?#(38#($0,,#$3(+*0%13(09(&*#a(/014>6#,(+(@+<‐
<>1<(@#g(>13#,'+@(+16(+44#44(38#(,#@#+4#(+3(38#($,044>1<(
01(Fnr(30(#14%,#(38+3(2#6#43,>+14(8+'#(#10%<8(&*#(30(
*+H#(>3(+$,044(38#(43,##3a(;%,>1<(38#(f,43(ABB(6+-4D(4#3(+(
<0+@(09(+44#44>1<(01#(>13#,4#$&01(2#,(K##H(+16(%26+3‐
>1<(01#(>13#,4#$&01(2#,(K##Ha((

*K5GKF<J')3,##34(;>,#$30,D(/>3-(7,+1420,3+&01(!1<>1##,D(
;>43,>$3(7,+1420,3+&01(!1<>1##,4D(:,H+14+4(I><8K+-(
+16(7,+1420,3+&01(;#2+,3*#13(E#<>01+@(R,0_#$3(X+1‐
+<#,D(+16(38#()3+3#(U>$-$@#(+16(R#6#43,>+1(/00,6>1+30,

Days 3160

I?5*'\XJ'J,>3#(+(@#G#,(30(38#(,+>@(+%380,>3-D(,#b%#4&1<(
38#(6#4$#16>1<(+,*(90,(38#(4>6#K+@H4(K8#1(3,+>14(+,#(
$0*>1<(38,0%<8(/8#,>(J8>3@0$H(;,>'#a((78>4(>4(+(H10K1(
4+9#(,0%3#(30(4$800@(+16(*030,>434(+,#(<>'#1(4%$8($01‐
4>6#,+&01a

*K5GKF<J'X+-0,D(/>3-(:6*>1>43,+30,(+16(/>3-(:G0,1#-

I?5*'\YJ(J,>3#(+1(+,&$@#(90,(78#(=#+6#,(01(8#+@38(+16(
K#@@1#44(>1()>@0+*()2,>1<4a(

*K5GKFJ'!"#$%&'#(;>,#$30,(09(U,>6<#4(30(J#@@1#44(R,0‐
<,+*

I?5*'\`JX##3(K>38(@+K(#190,$#*#13(+16(#*#,<#1$-(
,#42016#,4(30(#1$0%,+<#(K+@H>1<(0,(?>$-$@>1<(2+3,0@4a

*K5GKF<J'X+-0,D(/>3-(:G0,1#-D(/8>#9(09(R0@>$#(+16(38#(
R+3,0@(/+23+>1

Days 61100

I?5*'\ZJ'U,>6<#4(30(J#@@1#44(43+c(480%@6(*##3(K>38(
/>3-(43+c(30(6>4$%44(+(/0*2@#3#()3,##34(20@>$-(90,()>‐
@0+*()2,>1<4a((78#1D(+1(#6%$+&01+@(4#44>01(90,(38#(/>3-(
/0%1$>@(+16(R@+11>1<(/0**>44>01(480%@6(?#(8#@6(>1(
K8>$8(U,>6<#4(30(J#@@1#44(43+c(#"2@+>14(38#(?#1#f34(09(
/0*2@#3#()3,##34a((

*K5GKF<J'X+-0,D(/>3-(:6*>1>43,+30,D(U,>6<#4(30(J#@@‐
1#44()3+cD(/>3-(/0%1$>@0,4(+16(R@+11>1<(/0**>44>01#,4

Siloam Springs 100Day Challenge
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Additional Recommendations

78#(90@@0K>1<(,#$0**#16+&014(+22@-(30(+@@(09(38#($0**%1>&#4(K#(K0,H#6(K>38a((78#4#(,#$0**#16+&014(@00H(+3(@+,<#,(>44%#4(38+3(
#+$8(09(38#($0**%1>&#4(9+$#(K8#1(>3($0*#4(30(2#6#43,>+1(2@+11>1<D(#1$0%,+<>1<(+$&'#(3,+1420,3+&01(+16(>190,*>1<(38#($0**%‐
1>3-(+?0%3(?#43(2,+$&$#4(90,(+$&'#(@>'>1<a((!@#$3#6(@#+6#,4D(43+c(+16(,#4>6#13(+6'0$+3#4(>1(#+$8($0**%1>3-(480%@6(,#'>#K(3K0(H#-(
60$%*#134M

N( 78#(O86&!5=$%$6&<8+59E&:8;$%&/$6#=5&:*5+*%&?8"&O#3#5=&'9"$$96a((78>4(60$%*#13(K>@@(2,0'>6#(1#KD(*0,#(+22,02,>+3#(300@4(90,(
?%>@6>1<D(02#,+&1<(+16(*+>13+>1>1<(,0+64(90,(+@@(,0+6(%4#,4a((78#(X+1%+@($+1(?#(90%16(8#,#M(8G2M]]KKKa*06#@43,##36#4><1‐
*+1%+@a$0*]a((:4(+(,#*>16#,D(:$$#44(X+1+<#*#13(,%@#4(+,#(10K(?#>1<(3+%<83(+16(+22@>#6(?-(38#(:I;7a(78#4#(480%@6(?#(+2‐
2@>#6(6%,>1<(+1-(9%3%,#(,#?%>@6(01(2,02#,&#4(+@01<(38#($0,,>60,a((

]& 4)$&.#()J85;-&<*%#?8"5#*&W$5$"*%&X%*5&<)*79$"&F%$J$59&85&1$*%9)&*5;&A$%%5$66L&&53($+1(?#(90%16(8#,#M(8G2M]]KKKa$>a,>$8*016a
$+a%4];0$%*#13\>#Ka+42"|;5;�quuu

78#(90@@0K>1<(,#$0**#16+&014(2,0'>6#6(>1(38#(90@@0K>1<(2+<#4(09(38>4(,#20,3(+,#M

N( /,#+3#(+(/>'>$(!1<+<#*#13(R@+1

N( :6023(+(/0*2@#3#()3,##34(R0@>$-

N( /,#+3#(+16(:6023(=>'+?@#()3,##34(;#4><1(Z%>6#@>1#4

N( /,#+3#(+(R#6#43,>+1(X+43#,(R@+1

N( 51$,#+4#(!190,$#*#13(90,(R#6#43,>+1()+9#3-

N( 51$,#+4#(!6%$+&01(+16(:K+,#1#44(90,(:@@(E0+6(^4#,4

N( 5*2,0'#(+16(!18+1$#()+9#(E0%3#4(30()$800@(R,0<,+*4

for 

L o s   A n g e l e s   C o u n t y 2 0 1 1
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!c#$&'#($0**%1>3-(#1<+<#*#13(>4($,>&$+@(K8#1(6#'#@02>1<(
20@>$>#4(+16(2,0_#$34(38+3(>*2+$3(+($0**%1>3-[4(?%>@3(90,*a(
E#<+,6@#44(09(4#�1<(T(K8#38#,(%,?+1D(,%,+@D(@+,<#($>3-(0,(4*+@@(
30K1(T(38#(?#1#f34(09(#c#$&'#($0**%1>3-(#1<+<#*#13(>1(
2,0_#$34(+c#$&1<(38#(?%>@3(#1'>,01*#13(+,#(1%*#,0%4a(!c#$&'#(
$0**%1>3-(#1<+<#*#13(>*2,0'#4(38#(4%$$#44(,+3#4(09(20@>$>#4(
+16(2,0_#$34(+c#$&1<(38#(?%>@3(#1'>,01*#13a((78>4(>4(>1(@+,<#(2+,3(
?#$+%4#($0**%1>3-(#1<+<#*#13(8#@24(38#(+<#1$>#4(+16(0,<+1>‐
L+&014(38+3(+,#(@#+6>1<(+(2,0_#$3(%16#,43+16(+16(,#42016(30(38#(
@0$+@($016>&014(38+3(K>@@(>1Y%#1$#(38#(2,0_#$3[4(6#'#@02*#13a(
S0,(#"+*2@#D(+<#1$>#4(38+3($,#+3#(3,%#($0**%1>3-(#1<+<#*#13(
+,#(*0,#(4%$$#449%@(+3(+6+2&1<(30(40$>0#$010*>$($8+1<#4(38+3(
*+-(>1Y%#1$#(38#(#c0,3(38+1(3804#(38+3(60(103($016%$3(#c#$‐
&'#(0%3,#+$8a(:66>&01+@@-D(K8#1(2#02@#(+c#$3#6(?-(38#(2,0_#$3(
+,#(>1'0@'#6(9,0*(38#(?#<>11>1<(09(38#(6#'#@02*#13(2,0$#44D(
>3(,#6%$#4(38#(@>H#@>8006(09(%1#"2#$3#6(0,(4><1>f$+13(02204>‐
&01(K8#1(>3($0*#4(&*#(30(>*2@#*#13(38#(2,0_#$3a((/0**%1>3-(
*#*?#,4(+@40(8+'#(%1>b%#(H10K@#6<#(09(@0$+@($013#"34(C(>1$@%6‐
>1<(20@>&$+@D($%@3%,+@(+16(<#0<,+28>$(4#�1<4a(U-(>13#,+$&1<(K>38(
38#(2%?@>$(+16(<+>1>1<(>*20,3+13(@0$+@(>14><83D(2,0_#$3(@#+6#,4(
$+1(48+2#(+16(6>,#$3(38#(2,0_#$3(>1(H##2>1<(K>38(38#($0**%1>3-(
'>4>01(+16(1##64a(

:($01'#1&01+@(*06#@(09(j2%?@>$(>1'0@'#*#13k(8+4(?##1(?%>@3(
+,0%16($0*2@->1<(K>38(@#<+@(,#b%>,#*#134(90,(>44%>1<(2%?@>$(10‐
&$#4(+?0%3(2,0_#$34(+16(,#@+3#6(#'#134D(80@6>1<(2%?@>$(8#+,>1<4(
30(40@>$>3(9##6?+$H(+16(>1$0,20,+&1<(9##6?+$H(>130(6,+g(,#$0*‐
*#16+&014a(78#($0**%1>3-(8+4(?##1(>1'>3#6(>1(K8#1(2,0_#$3(
@#+6#,4(8+'#(6#$>6#6(>12%3(>4(1##6#6(C(0,(K8#1(>3(>4(*+16+3#6(
?-(@+K(C(+16(38#(2%?@>$(8#+,>1<4D($>&L#1(+6'>40,-($0%1$>@4D(+16(
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Adopt a Complete Streets Policy

Mark streets to show shared spacesF5(8+"*=$&!(23$&4"*5678"9*285
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!(23$&O#3#5=&#5&0*B&X*"B-&>OSafe Routes to school in Davis, CA

Create and Adopt Livable Streets Design Guidelines
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Create a Pedestrian Master Plan
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Concluding Thoughts 
Executive Director, Walkable and Livable Communities Institute
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Child crossing the street in ArkansasX$;$69"#*5&!J$5#2$6&#5&!"B*56*6
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8#+@38-(9006D(?#+%&9%@(2+,H4D(>142>,>1<($8%,$8#4(+16(4$800@4D(
?%3(K#(1##6#6(30(6,>'#(30(+$$#44(38#4#(38>1<4a((700(0g#1D(K#(
K+@H#6(01(?%4-(43,##34(?#$+%4#(38#,#(K+4(10(038#,(2@+$#(30(
K+@H(+16(+@01<(j<0+3(3,+$H4k(K8#,#(038#,(2#6#43,>+14(,#<%@+,@-(
K+@Ha((X030,>434(K#,#(+<<,#44>'#(+16(6>6(103(->#@6(30(%4D(#'#1(
K8#1(K#(90%16(+($,044K+@Ha((X0,#(38+1(01$#D(K#(K+>3#6(+4(+(
*030,>43($%3(%4(0c(+16(8%,,>#6(01a((:,H+14+4(>4(103(+@01#(>1(8+'‐
>1<(3%,1#6(0'#,(>34(90,*#,@-(2@#+4+13(43,##34(30(j<0G+(?#(40*#‐
2@+$#(#@4#k(6,>'#,4D(?%3(-0%(480%@6(?#(38#(f,43(>1(3+H>1<(-0%,(
43,##34(?+$Ha((78#,#(K+4(43,#1<38(+16(,#4>@>#1$-(>1(#+$8(30K1(K#(
'>4>3#6(38+3(420H#(30(60>1<(38#(,><83(38>1<(?#$+%4#(>3(>4(38#(,><83(
38>1<(30(60a

X+1-(*+>1(43,##34(K#(K+@H#6(60K1(8+6(8><8('+$+1$-(,+3#4(+16(
@>*>3#6(80%,4(90,(*#,$8+134a(()#'#,+@(&*#4D(6#42>3#(?#>1<(>1(+(
60K130K1D(K#(8+6(30(<#3(>130(+($+,(30(f16(+(8#+@38-(*#+@(0,(+(
1##6#6(4%22@-a(;#42>3#(2#,9#$3(K#+38#,D(K#(6>6(103(4##(#10%<8(
$8>@6,#1(0,(4#1>0,4(>1(*043(60K130K14D(0,(#'#1(K+@H>1<(>1(38#>,(

1#><8?0,80064D(+(4><1(+4(30(K8#38#,(+(2@+$#(>4(4+9#(+16(1%,3%,‐
>1<a((U%3(103(+@@(>4(@043a(51(#+$8($0**%1>3-D(K#(90%16(42>,>3#6(
$0**%1>3-(@#+6#,4(K80(@0'#(38#>,(80*#30K14D(K80(60(*%$8(
30(>*2,0'#(b%+@>3-(09(@>9#(+16(K80(K>48(30(60(*0,#a((J#(420H#(
K>38(,#4>6#134(K80(8+6(@#g(038#,(43+3#4(>1(4#+,$8(09(+($0*‐
*%1>3-a((P38#,4(8+6($0*#(80*#(+16(90%16(38+3(38#(:,H+14+4(
09(38#>,(-0%38(K+4(8#,#(+16(38#,#D(?%3(38#-(K0,,>#6(+?0%3(38#>,(
+?>@>3-(30(+<#(>1(2@+$#D(+16(38#($0434(09(3,+1420,3+&01(+16(38#(
K#@@C?#>1<(09(9+*>@-(+16(9,>#164a((51(#+$8($0**%1>3-D(K#(90%16(
+($0**01+@>3-(09(2%,204#M(30(60(*0,#(30(,#$@+>*D(,#2%,204#(
+16(,#1#K(@0'#6(2@+$#4a((J#(90%16(<,#+3(@0$+@(#"+*2@#4(09(?@0$H(
2+G#,14D(?#+%&9%@(?%>@6>1<(430$HD(02#1(42+$#4D(2,+<*+&4*D(
8#+,3-(2+44>01(+16(43,01<(@#+6#,48>2a((X043(>*20,3+13@-D(>1(
#+$8(30K1D(K#(9#@3(38#($0**%1>3-(8+6(,#+$8#6(>34(&22>1<(20>13M(
&,#6(09(38#($0143+13(43,%<<@#(30(<#3(40*#K8#,#D(,#4>6#134(8+'#(
3%,1#6(38#>,(+G#1&01(30(38#>,(0K1(8#+@38(+16(K#@@C?#>1<a((:<+>1(
+16(+<+>1D(38#(90$%4(K+4(103(01(42##6(+16(#d$>#1$-(?%3(01(
b%+@>3-(09(@>9#(+16(+$$#44(30(38#(38>1<4(01#(1##64a

J#(90%16(+($0143+13($8+@@#1<#(T(80K(30(>13,06%$#($8+1<#(T(
#'#1(K8#1(38>4($8+1<#(8+,H#14(?+$H(30(38#('+@%#4(0%,(<,+162+,‐
#134(+16(<,#+3C<,+162+,#134(48+,#6a((78>4(,#4>43+1$#(30($8+1<#(
?-(*+1-(<006(2#02@#(*%43(?#(%16#,43006(T(>1'#43*#134(>1(
>19,+43,%$3%,#(,#b%>,#(&*#(+16(*01#-a((J8#1(2,0_#$34(<0(+K,-D(
38#(#1&,#($0**%1>3-(4%c#,4(+16(38#(#,,0,(>4('#,-(2%?@>$a((53(>4(
01@-(>1(,#$#13(-#+,4(38+3(K#(8+'#(90,<0G#1(38#(40$>+@(@>9#(09(0%,(
43,##34a((53(>4(&*#(90,(+(4#3(09(43,+3#<>$D(K#@@(2@+11#6(+$&014(38+3(
8010,(38#($>'>@>&#4D($+,#(+16(2,>6#(38+3(2,#'>0%4(<#1#,+&014(
?,0%<83(30(30K1(*+H>1<a((78#1D(K#(K>@@(?#<>1(30(H1>3(30<#38#,(
0%,($0**%1>&#4D(+@@0K>1<(<#1#,+&014(30(@>'#D(K0,H(+16(2@+-(
+@01<4>6#(01#(+1038#,(+4(38#-(480%@6a((

J#(8+'#(>6#1&f#6(<0+@4(38+3($+1(?#(+$$0*2@>48#6(K>38>1(ABB(
6+-4a((78+3[4(+@@(>3(3+H#4(T(ABB(6+-4(30(<#3(01C38#C<,0%16($8+1<#4(
>1(2@+$#(>1(-0%,($0**%1>3-(30(4%220,3(+$&'#(@>'>1<a(((((
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Crossing Markings

Crosswalk Signs

Crosswalk Islands

Raised Midblock Crossings

Mini Circles

Curb Extensions

Intersection Chicane

Raised Intersection Crossing

Short Medians

Raised Intersections

Bike Lanes

Inset Parking Signalized Intersections
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Why Added Guidelines?  With recent, strong trends toward Safe Routes to 

!"#$$%&'($)*%+,+'!,-++,.'/$%0"0+.&'.1.,20324%+',-23.*$-,2,0$3&',-256"'"2%)037&'
rebuilding downtowns, neighborhoods/streets for people, the creation of  compact 

80%%27+.'5$-'0)*-$8+9':2%;240%0,<'239'%08240%0,<&'239'$,#+-')+2.1-+.'-+91"037',-256"'
growth, old engineering guidelines come up short. Engineers and risk management 

specialists insist that we need new guidelines. 

Background:  Conventional planning and engineering documents that built our 

current stock of  roadways were written in a 60-80 year era where our focus was 

$3')$8037'"2-.'+56"0+3,%<'239'.25+%<='>#+'3+72,08+'0)*2",'$5 ',#0.'2**-$2"#'$3',#+'
value of  inner city buildings and homes; on walkability and livability and active 

lifestyles; and on the safety of  those outside of  cars, was not fully understood,  

measured, or addressed. Over time, this practice added  fuel to sprawl, degrading 

,$:3'"+3,+-.='>#0.'*-2",0"+':2.'#2-)51%',$',#+'"080"&'-+,20%&'+"$3$)0"'239'.$"02%'
life of  streets. People with the greatest access to autos had the best transporta-

,0$3='>#0.'*-2",0"+'073$-+9'"#0%9-+3&'$%9+-'9-08+-.'239'*+$*%+':0,#'90.240%0,0+.'239'
)23<'03'$1-'.+-80"+'0391.,-<='?'5$"1.'$3'.,-++,.'5$-'+56"0+3,'"2-')$8+)+3,'2%.$'
impacted health, wellness and quality of  life of  people of  all ages. Autos replaced 

5++,='@+#0"%+'9+*+39+3"<';+*,'7-$:037&'239'+8+3,12%%<'7-+:'68+',0)+.'52.,+-',#23'
the U.S. population. 

Now that there is a new era, which calls for a balanced transportation system, 

,-23.*$-,2,0$3'+A10,<&'.1.,203240%0,<&'1-423'036%%'239'-+3+:+9'*-$.*+-0,<'$5 ',$:3.'
239'-+70$3.&'3+:'$1,%$$;.'239'3+:',$$%.'2-+'3++9+9='>#+.+'3+:',$$%.')1.,'4+'13-

derstood by many.'>#+.+'9+.073'7109+%03+.'9$'3$,'-+*%2"+'"onventional tools used 

by the engineering community. State and national standards, operational manu-

als, engineering judgement and common sense always apply. Instead, these guides 

serve as a baseline for creative, insightful judgement of  how to produce desired 

results of  increased active transportation, and increased property values. Many de-

tails need to be worked out. Much learning must take place. Very important, many 

other towns are using these tools with great success. 

B$-,132,+%<&'<$1'2-+'3$,'2%$3+='>#+-+'2-+')23<'$,#+-.'03',#+'"$13,-<',#2,'<$1'"23'
check with as you begin this new era.

Left:  A great neighborhood. Well 
before the modern science of traf
!"#$%&'%$$('%&#)*+#,-(%#'%#./$#0'1#
1920s, architects and developers 
2%$)#/-)#.-#,3'41#%$'&/,-(/--1+#./*.#
2$5.#.(*6!"#+5$$1+#4-)#)/'4$#"($*.'%&#
0*7'030#,$*3.8#*%1#63%".'-%#6-(#*44#
0$*%+#-6#.(*9$4:#;.#'+#.'0$#6-(#034.'54$#
professions to come back together, to 
'%<3$%"$#-%$#*%-./$(=#.-#,3'41#&($*.#
54*"$+#6-(#5$-54$#.-#4'9$=#)-(2=#+/-5=#
54*8#*%1#+-"'*4'>$:#?/'+#&3'1$#)'44#
/$45#3+#$%.$(#./'+#%$)#$(*:

>#+.+'3+:'7109+%03+.'.#$1%9'4+'5$-)2%%<'29$*,+9'4<'+%+",+9'$56"02%.='>#+<'.1**%+-
)+3,C',#+<'9$'3$,'-+*%2"+'+D0.,037')2312%.='>#+.+'7109+%03+.'2-+'23'0)*$-,23,'.,2-,'
to much broader thinking. Once these features are implemented around a number 

of  schools, it is anticipated that others in the community will realize that many of  

these tools have broader community building applications. 

>#+'21,#$-.'1-7+'*%233037'239'+3703++-037'"$))130,0+.',$'410%9'+2"#'$5 ',#+'
pilot projects to become exemplary models. By paying close attention to how well 

each well designed and placed tool leads to the desired effect, and working to gain 

popular support by the majority who use these streets, these tools will prove their 

worth.
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Crosswalk markings should be highly visible at all times. As a general rule, the 

#07#+-',#+'8$%1)+'239'.*++9'$5 ',-256"&',#+')$-+'+..+3,02%'0,'4+"$)+.',$'1.+'
brighter, wider, more visible and durable markings.  Parallel (to direction of  travel) 

bars shown in these photos are often the best design, allowing motorists’ wheels 

,$',-28+-.+',#+'%03+.':0,#$1,'.07306"23,':+2-='E++*')2-;037.'2,'%+2.,',+3'5++,':09+&'
and wider in higher speed locations, to aid visual detection. Markings are generally 

set so that motorist wheels track through voids, rather than over markings, length-

ening the life and visibility of  markings. Another helpful tool, especially in snow 

country, is grinding into the pavement about one-third of  an inch, then applying 

either a commercial laminate or hot ceramic mix (which is being tested in Golden, 

Colorado, and may last the life of  the asphalt or concrete).  In an ideal world, both 

%2,+-2%'%03+.'239'+97+'%03+.'2-+'1.+9='/+$*%+':0,#'80.040%0,<'0..1+.'639'0,'#+%*51%',$'
have a detectable edge. When possible, keep crosswalk markings close to the inter-

secting streets (not set back).

Cost:  ?55$-924%+',$'F$9+-2,+='><*0"2%'-237+'5-$)'GHIJ',$'GH&JJJ='($.,.'82-<'
widely based on the quality of  paints, laminates, scoring/imbedding and other 

means to prolong the life and visibility of  markings.

!"#"$%&'('K9+3,06+.'4+.,'"-$..037'%$"2,0$3.&'51-,#+-'9+63+.'03,+-.+",0$3.&'.%07#,%<'
increases yielding behavior, and a helpful reminder to motorists of  their duty to 

<0+%9='K5 ')$,$-0.,.'9$'3$,'<0+%9&'7$$9')2-;037.')2;+'0,'+2.0+-',$'+35$-"+',-256"'
laws, which ultimately creates higher compliance of  the law.

Details:  Although a variety of  crosswalk markings are available, the best are not 

fully discussed in standard engineering documents. Crossings need to be visible 

year round (as much as possible) and markings are typically used in conjunction 

with signing and good street lighting. School crossing signs are required in loca-

tions away from signalized intersections, and they are advised in many signalized 

locations. Crosswalk markings are only a beginning point. By maintaining low 

speeds near schools, motorist desire to yield increases.

@,-9$#4$6.A#B'&/#9'+','4'.8#0*(2'%&:#@,-9$#('&/.A#@11'.'-%*4#0*(2'%&+#*($#3+$1#6-(#*11$1#"-054'
*%"$#*%1#"-054'"*.'-%+:#C-.$#./*.#"(-++)*42#0*(2'%&+#*55$*(#-%#*#/'44#"($+.=#)/$($#./$8#*($#/*(1#
.-#1$.$".:#D'9$#0-.-('+.+#*#,($*2#,8#53..'%&#./$0#-%#./$#*4$(.#.-#*44#"(-++'%&+:#E-..-0A#F*11$(#
+.84$=#5($6$(($1#6-(#9'+3*448#'05*'($1:#
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5&$//4'67*8'&73"(/



Crosswalk signs should be visible at all times. As a general rule, the higher the 

8$%1)+'239'.*++9'$5 ',-256"&',#+')$-+'+..+3,02%'0,'4+"$)+.',$'1.+'4-07#,+-&':09+-&'
)$-+'80.04%+'239'91-24%+'.073037=''>#+')$.,'-+"+3,'8+-.0$3'$5 ',#+'F2312%'$3'L30-
5$-)'>-256"'($3,-$%'M+80"+.'NFL>(MO&'239'$,#+-'209.&'.#$1%9'4+'"$3.1%,+9'2.'2'
starting point. We provide supplemental and emphasis details and applications in 

this guide. When possible, “double sign” school signs on all approaches, as shown 

03',#+'6-.,',:$'0)27+.',$',#+'-07#,='>#0.'"23'4+'9$3+':#+3')+9023.'2-+'1.+9&'239'
on narrower streets, by signing both sides of  the street.  Sign locations are impor-

tant. Place signs (and lighting) together, and place signs where they are highly visi-

4%+'239':#+-+'<$1'23,0"0*2,+'"-$..037.='>#+-+'2-+'2'31)4+-'$5 '3+:'+3#23"+9'.073.'
that are believed to add to the effectiveness and compliance of  motorist response. 

Some are shown here. We recommend that you “test” motorist behavior through 

careful observations, and, as appropriate, through your own “step out” surveys. 

Low yielding rates often indicate that higher level measures are needed.  Engineer-

ing must go beyond even the best guides. Always observe and then customize your 

tools for desired results for each location.

Cost:  Affordable to Moderate. ><*0"2%'-237+'5-$)'GHIJ',$'GH&JJJ'+2"#='($.,.'
vary widely based on the quality of  paints, laminates, scoring/imbedding and other 

means to prolong the life and visibility of  markings.

!"#"$%&'('K9+3,06+.'4+.,'"-$..037'%$"2,0$3.&'51-,#+-'9+63+.'03,+-.+",0$3.&'.%07#,%<'
increases yielding behavior, and they are helpful reminders to motorists of  their 

91,<',$'<0+%9='>#+3'05 ',#+<'9$'3$,'<0+%9&'0,'0.'+2.0+-',$'+35$-"+',-256"'%2:.&':#0"#'
results in higher compliance for law.

Details:  Although a variety of  crosswalk markings are available, the best are not 

fully discussed in standard engineering documents. Crossings need to be visible 

year round (as much as possible) and markings are typically used in conjunction 

with signing. School crossing signs are required in locations away from signal-

ized intersections, and they are advised in some signalized locations. Consult the 

F2312%'$5 'L305$-)'>-256"'($3,-$%'M+80"+.'5$-'42.0"'035$-)2,0$3&',#+3'4+'-+29<'
to exceed those guidelines for the desired effect.
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Crossing islands are one of  the best tools for simplifying the crossing of  wide 

streets. Used with curb extensions, they also get pedestrians out beyond parked 

cars and beyond other visual obstructions. Crossing islands are used on all catego-

ries of  streets, and they have their highest return on investment when they create 

more courteous yielding behaviors by motorists. Well designed crossing islands 

achieve yielding rates above 80%.  Many other tools, like Rapid Flash Beacons, or 

raised crossings, or some other type of  motorist alert, are used when it is necessary 

to increase yielding behavior.  As a general rule, crossing islands are preferable to 

signal controlled crossings, due to their much lower installation and maintenance 

cost, reduced waiting times and their performance. Crossing islands are also used 

in conjunction with road diets, taking 4-lane, high speed roads down to better be-

having 3-lane roadways. Crossing islands can also be used with signals (at intersec-

tions) and half  signals (at midblock locations).

Cost:  ?55$-924%+',$'F$9+-2,+=''><*0"2%'-237+'5-$)'GIPQI&JJJ'+2"#&'9+*+39037'$3'
width, complexity and other aids that may be needed for high levels of  compli-

23"+='R#+3'.0732%.'2-+'299+9&'"$.,.'"23'4+'03',#+'GSJPTJ&JJJ'-237+=

!"#"$%&'  Assists by simplifying street crossings, sometimes narrowing crossing 

+D*$.1-+'5-$)'STPUU'5++,&'9$:3',$'QH',$'QT'5++,='V+%*.'5$"1.'.,19+3,'"-$..037',$'
,#$.+'%$"2,0$3.':0,#',#+'4+.,'.07#,'%03+.='V+%*.'2%+-,')$,$-0.,.',$'"-$..037'%$"2-
,0$3.='F$.,'"$))$3%<'1.+9'$3',:$P%23+'-$29:2<.':0,#'920%<',-256"'8$%1)+.'4+%$:'
QH&JJJ'?M>='@$%1)+.'24$8+'W&JJJ')2<'-+A10-+'299+9',$$%.&'.1"#'2.'X2*09'B%2.#'
Beacons.

Details:''(-$..037'0.%239.&'%0;+')$.,',-256"'"2%)037'5+2,1-+.&'*+-5$-)'4+.,':0,#'
both tall trees and low ground cover. When curves or hill crests complicate cross-

ing locations, median islands are often extended over a crest or around a curve to 

where motorists have a clear (6 second or longer) sight line of  the downstream 

change in conditions. Lighting of  median islands is essential.

;+4*%1+#"*%#,$#*+#4'..4$#*+#G#6$$.#)'1$:#D$%$(*448#./$8#*($#HIJKI#6$$.#4-%&=#,3.#./$8#"*%#,$#4-%&$(:#
@11'%&#+4-)#&(-)./#&(-3%1#"-9$(#*%1#.*44#.($$+#/$45+#)'./#./$#1$.$".'-%#-6#./$#'+4*%1+#*%1#"(-++
'%&+=#*%1#4*%1+"*5'%&#/$45+#$4'0'%*.$#3&48#L+'&%#&*(1$%+M#"-%9$%.'-%*4#$%&'%$$(+#3+$#.-#0*2$#
"$(.*'%#1('9$(+#+$$#./$#'+4*%1+:#?/$#.)-#+.($$.+#/*9$#($13"$1#%30,$(+#-6#4*%$+=#6(-0#NJ4*%$+#
O*,-9$P#*%1##K#4*%$+#O,$4-)P:

Street Treatments to 
!"#$%&'()*+#,-)*.&'"/0$&1',$"*
Street Treatments to 
!"#$%&'()*+#,-)*.&'"/0$&1',$"*

5&$//4'67*:/6'";/



Street Treatments to 
!"#$%&'()*+#,-)*.&'"/0$&1',$"*
Street Treatments to 
!"#$%&'()*+#,-)*.&'"/0$&1',$"*

<'3/);*83;=6$#7*5&$//3"(/

Raised Midblock Crossings are used between intersections, typically when blocks 

are long, or in other locations where speeds are higher than desired, or where sight 

distances are poor. Raised midblock crossings have many advantages, especially 

91+',$',#+0-'240%0,<',$')203,203'.*++9.'2,'QIPHJ')*#'HU'#$1-.'2'92<='X20.+9'"-$..-
037.'"23'4+'1.+9'03'2%%'"%0)2,+.&'03"%19037'.3$:'"$13,-<='>#+'7-29+'"#237+'0.'7+3+--
2%%<'QYQT',$'QYHJ':#+3'.3$:'239'0"+'2-+'038$%8+9&'41,'QYQH'03'3$3P.3$:'"$13,-<='
($%$-'0.'$5,+3'1.+9='>-++.'239'$,#+-'%239."2*037'2-+'0)*$-,23,'5$-'9+,+",0$3&'239'
for added neighborhood acceptance. Features, such as bollards, paver stones, curb 

+D,+3.0$3.&'"$%$-0Z+9'"$3"-+,+'$-'"$%$-0Z+9'2.*#2%,'2-+'$5,+3'.*+"06+9'5$-'299+9'+5-
fect.  Raised crossings are used widely in snow cities such as Golden, Colorado, Ft 

Collins, Colorado; Minneapolis, Minnesota and Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Cost: '?55$-924%+',$'F$9+-2,+='''><*0"2%'-237+'5-$)'GIPQI&JJJ'+2"#&'9+*+39037'$3'
%+37,#'239'A12%0,<='>#+')$-+'"$%$-.'239')2,+-02%.'N239'+55+",08+3+..O&',#+'#07#+-'
the cost. 

!"#"$%&'  Assists people on foot by simplifying street crossings, sometimes nar-

-$:037'"-$..037'+D*$.1-+'5-$)'STPUU'5++,&'9$:3',$'QH',$'QT'5++,='V+%*.'5$"1.'.,1-
9+3,'"-$..037',$',#$.+'%$"2,0$3.':0,#',#+'4+.,'.07#,'%03+.'239'%07#,037='V+%*.'2%+-,'
)$,$-0.,.',$'"-$..037'%$"2,0$3.='F$.,'"$))$3%<'1.+9'$3'HP%23+'-$29:2<.':0,#'
920%<',-256"'8$%1)+.'4+%$:'QH&JJJ='?M>='@$%1)+.'24$8+'W&JJJ')2<'-+A10-+'299+9'
tools, such as Rapid Flash Beacons. Can be used with higher volumes.

Details: '(-$..037'0.%239.&'%0;+')$.,',-256"'"2%)037'5+2,1-+.&'*+-5$-)'4+.,':0,#',2%%'
trees and low, easy to maintain ground cover. When curves or hill crests complicate 

crossing locations, median islands are extended over a crest or around a curve to 

where motorists have a clear (6 second or longer) sight line of  the downstream 

change in conditions. Lighting of  median islands is essential. 



Curb extensions are a nearly universal tool for school areas. In transforming overly 

wide streets, curb extensions (also known as bulb outs, elephant ears and nibs) 

bring down right turning speeds, identify important crossings, and make it much 

easier for motorists to see children and for children to see motorists. When used in 

2'.+-0+.&'"1-4'+D,+3.0$3.'"23'.07306"23,%<'4-037')$,$-0.,'.*++9.',$'2""+*,24%+'%+8-
els. Curb extensions can be used at intersections, midblock, inside of  parking strips 

(tree wells) and other locations.  Although many curb extensions are kept plain 

in appearance, at the entry to a neighborhood they can be landscaped to serve as 

2'2,,-2",08+'72,+:2<.=''?%,#$17#',#+-+'2-+')23<'4+3+6,.',$'"1-4'+D,+3.0$3.&',#+<'
greatly reduce crossing distances for overly wide streets. In an ideal world, students 

:$1%9'3$,'4+'2.;+9',$'"-$..')$-+',#23'HJPHT'5++,=

Cost:''?55$-924%+',$'F$9+-2,+='><*0"2%'-237+'5-$)'GS&JJJ',$'GSJ&JJJ'+2"#='($.,.'
vary widely based on if  the curb extension is attached to the curb, interrupting 

drainage, or left unattached, raising maintenance costs. Each community must 

decide construction cost versus maintenance costs.

!"#"$%&'  Slows motorist speeds at most important locations, especially at inter-

sections, opens up sight lines for pedestrians to see motorists, and for motorists 

to see pedestrians. In some cases, curb extensions can become rain gardens, and 

otherwise reclaim non-essential road space, reducing crossing distances for vulner-

24%+'-$29'1.+-.='>#+'"$.,'-237+'$5 '"1-4'+D,+3.0$3.'0.':09+&'%2-7+%<'91+',$'2'*-2",0"+'
to either attach or leave the curb extension unattached to curb lines.

Details:  Apply truck turning templates when designing curb extensions. On low 

volume side streets it is suggested that oversized vehicles be permitted to cross 

over the street center.   Many designs apply. All efforts should be made to make 

streets feel narrower, and to “read” slower.

!"#$%&'()'*+',-'#&.*$/0-&',1+,''*2&3,"4&.5$.&6".5&27"4&1*"4.5&1*"8,#&-"9'*&$,#&.*''2&',5$,-'&*"$#&2$/'.%:&
;'77&7$,#2-$)'#&-8*6&'(.',2+",2&$*'&"/.',&2'',&",&$))*"$-5&<==&/''.&6'/"*'&+,.'*2'-.+",2>&3'')+,1&2)''#2&7"4&
/"*&7",1'*&#+2.$,-'2:&?2'&"/ &7$,#2-$)+,1&5$2&)*"9',&."&6'&5'7)/87&+,&6*+,1+,1&#"4,&6".5&2)''#2&$,#&-*$25'2:&

Street Treatments to 
!"#$%&'()*+#,-)*.&'"/0$&1',$"*
Street Treatments to 
!"#$%&'()*+#,-)*.&'"/0$&1',$"*

5%&=*!>1)"/3$"/



F030'(0-"%+.'2-+'$3+'$5 ',#+')$.,'*$*1%2-'239'+55+",08+',$$%.'5$-'"2%)037',-256"'
3+2-'."#$$%.='>#+.+'03+D*+3.08+'5+2,1-+.'9$'3$,'03,+--1*,'9-20327+='>#+<'2-+',#+'
most affordable tool for bringing speeds under control. Mini-circles work outward 

5-$)'03,+-.+",0$3.'$3'2%%',#-++'$-'2%%'5$1-'%+7.'$5 '2**-$2"#037',-256"='F030P(0-"%+.'
bring speeds down to levels where motorists are more courteous to pedestrians, 

they allow all types of  turns, including U-turns, which can assist with school area 

,-256"')2327+)+3,='F030P"0-"%+.'2-+'*$*1%2-'03')23<'3+07#4$-#$$9.&'91+',$'
,#+0-'240%0,<',$'"-+2,+'2'*2-;'2,)$.*#+-+=''[8+-'Q&HJJ')030P"0-"%+.'2-+'03'*%2"+'03'
Seattle, where they have reduced crashes 93%, and personal injury crashes 99%.  

Mini-Circles also work well in snow cities, such as Missoula, Montana. A common 

+3703++-037')0.,2;+'0.',$'*1,'03'5$1-':2<'.,$*.='>#0.'0.'2'*$$-'*-2",0"+',#2,'%+29.',$'
disrespect. Mini-circles require yielding behavior, not stopping behavior.

Cost:''?55$-924%+='''><*0"2%'-237+'5-$)'GWPSI&JJJ'+2"#='\+..'+D*+3.08+'05 '410%,'2.'
new construction. More expensive mini-circles are designed as large gardens, or 

built in large intersections.

!"#"$%&'(']-037.'.*++9'' 239'"-2.#+.'9$:3'03'2%%'90-+",0$3.',$'IPQW')*#='F$.,'
"$))$3%<'1.+9'$3'-$29:2<.':0,#'920%<',-256"'8$%1)+.'4+%$:'W&JJJ=

Details: 'K,'4+2-.'-+*+2,037&'M$'3$,'1.+'!,$*'.073.':0,#')030'"0-"%+.='F030P(0-"%+.'
2-+'9+.073+9',$';++*',-256"'^$:037&'A10+,%<'239'+55$-,%+..%<&'2,'%$:'.*++9.=''F030P
circles work best in many communities when not signed at all. When signing is 

necessary use Yield signs and Yield markings. Sometimes a simple directional ar-

row is used.  Use with Landscaping, especially tall trees (under- trimmed to 7 foot), 

and use low ground cover (typically with low maintenance xeroscape or native 

*%23,'')2,+-02%.O='\239."2*037'#+%*.='>#+'51-,#+-'$1,',#+')030P"0-"%+'0.'80+:+9',#+'
7-+2,+-',#+'.25+,<'4+3+6,='>-1";037',1-3037',+)*%2,+.'2-+'3$,'1.+9='\2-7+'N$8+--
sized) vehicles, such as emergency responders, make left hand turns the way they 

9$',$92<&'7$037'%+5,'2"-$..',#+'52"+&':#+3',#+-+'0.'3$'2**-$2"#037',-256"=

Street Treatments to 
!"#$%&'()*+#,-)*.&'"/0$&1',$"*
Street Treatments to 
!"#$%&'()*+#,-)*.&'"/0$&1',$"*

83"3*.&'?#*53&#6)/



Intersection Chicanes involve two curb extensions on one side of  the intersection, 

239'2')+9023'$3',#+'$**$.0,+'.09+=''>#0.'"$)4032,0$3'$5 ',-+2,)+3,.'4-037.',#+'
)$,$-0.,',$:2-9',#+'"+3,+-&',#+3'4-037.',#+)'42";',$:2-9',#+'.09+='>#0.'-+.1%,037'
9+^+",0$3'*2,#'4-037'.*++9.'9$:3',$',#+'9+.0-+9'%+8+%'$5 'QIPHJ')*#='?%%'-20.+9'2--
eas become gardens for the neighborhood. Both sides of  the intersection are nar-

rowed, minimizing crossing distance and time. As a general rule the side with curb 

+D,+3.0$3.'0.'32--$:+9',$'HJPHT'5++,='(#0"23+.'"23'4+'1.+9'$3'.,-++,.':0,#'8$%1)+.'
2.'#07#'2.'QH&JJJ'?M>='L.+'$5 '03,+-.+",0$3'"#0"23+.'+%0)032,+',#+'"$.,'$5 '7$037',$'
)$-+'+D*+3.08+',-256"'.0732%.&'$-'3$0.<'239'*-$4%+)2,0"'UP:2<'.,$*'"$3,-$%.='>#+.+'
treatments are preferred by emergency responders and transit providers to more 

intrusive four way stops and raised crossings.

Cost:  Affordable to Moderate. 

><*0"2%'-237+'5-$)'GQI&JJJ',$'GUI&JJJ'+2"#='($.,.'82-<':09+%<&'42.+9'$3'05 '"1-4'
extensions are attached to the curb (interrupting drainage) or detached (creating a 

higher maintenance cost.

!"#"$%&'( Assists by simplifying street crossings, sometimes narrowing crossing 

+D*$.1-+'5-$)'STPUU'5++,&'9$:3',$'QH',$'QT'5++,='V+%*.'5$"1.'.,19+3,'"-$..037',$'
,#$.+'%$"2,0$3.':0,#',#+'4+.,'.07#,'%03+.='V+%*.'2%+-,')$,$-0.,.',$'"-$..037'%$"2,0$3.='
F$.,'"$))$3%<'1.+9'$3'HP%23+'-$29:2<.':0,#'920%<',-256"'8$%1)+.'4+%$:'QH&JJJ='
?M>=

Details: 'K3,+-.+",0$3'"#0"23+.&'%0;+')$.,',-256"'"2%)037'5+2,1-+.&'*+-5$-)'4+.,'
with both tall trees and low ground cover. When curves or hill crests complicate 

crossing locations, median islands are often extended over a crest or around a 

curve to where motorists have a clear (6 second or longer) sight line of  the down-

stream change in conditions. Lighting of  median islands is essential.

Street Treatments to 
!"#$%&'()*+#,-)*.&'"/0$&1',$"*
Street Treatments to 
!"#$%&'()*+#,-)*.&'"/0$&1',$"*

:"1)&/)#,$"*5@3#'")/



Raised Crossings are not only used in midblock locations, they are used at intersec-

,0$3.='>#+<'"23'4+'1.+9'03'-07#,',1-3'"#233+%0Z+9'0.%239&'$-'03'-+71%2-'03,+-.+",0$3.'
N.++'*#$,$'+D2)*%+.O='(-$..037.'2-+'9+.073+9',$'-+.,-0",'2%%',#-$17#'.*++9.',$'QIPHJ'
)*#'HU'#$1-.'2'92<='X20.+9'"-$..037.'2,'03,+-.+",0$3.'"23'4+'1.+9'03'.3$:'"$13,-<='
>#+'7-29+'"#237+'0.'7+3+-2%%<'QYQT',$'QYHJ':#+3'.3$:'239'0"+'2-+'038$%8+9&'41,'
QYQH'03'3$3P.3$:'"$13,-<='($%$-'0.'$5,+3'1.+9='B+2,1-+.&'.1"#'2.'4$%%2-9.&'*28+-'
.,$3+.&'"1-4'+D,+3.0$3.&'"$%$-0Z+9'"$3"-+,+'$-'"$%$-0Z+9'2.*#2%,'2-+'$5,+3'.*+"06+9'
for added effect.  Raised crossings at intersections are used widely in snow cities 

such Stamford, Connecticut and Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Cost:''F$9+-2,+='><*0"2%'-237+'5-$)'GQJPHJ&JJJ'+2"#=']+3+6,.Y'X+91"+.'.*++9'239'
4-037.'"-2.#+.'9$:3',$'QHPQW')*#='F$.,'"$))$3%<'1.+9'$3'-$29:2<.':0,#'920%<'
,-256"'8$%1)+.'4+%$:'QH&JJJ'?M>&',#+<'"23'2%.$'4+'1.+9'03'.+%+",'%$"2,0$3.':0,#'
higher volumes.

Details:  Best used when roadways are overly wide and when there is a desire to 

bring down speeds. Raised crossings at intersections are often used to accent an 

+.*+"02%%<'0)*$-,23,'"-$..037'%+7'239',$'"$3,-$%'4$,#',#-$17#',-256"'.*++9.&'239'
turning speeds. Crossings are ideal for school entries, and they are used on school 

properties, especially on entries to parking lots. Both the detection of  the raised 

crossing and the slowing effects are enhanced when different colors, and Interna-

tional Yield pavement markings are used.

Street Treatments to 
!"#$%&'()*+#,-)*.&'"/0$&1',$"*
Street Treatments to 
!"#$%&'()*+#,-)*.&'"/0$&1',$"*

<'3/);*5&$//3"(/*



Raised Intersections are used at intersections where roundabouts or mini-circles 

are not functional or practical, and where speeds need to be brought under control. 

>#+<'2-+'9055+-+3,'5-$)'-20.+9'03,+-.+",0$3'"-$..037.&'.03"+',#+<'"$8+-',#+'+3,0-+'
03,+-.+",0$3='>#0.'-20.+.',#+0-'82%1+'239'"$.,'"$3.09+-24%<='X20.+9'03,+-.+",0$3.'2-+'
best constructed as new schools are built, but they can be applied to existing street 

sections.  Raised intersections can be expensive, due to their potential to interrupt 

9-20327+='F+23:#0%+&'',#+<'#28+')23<'29823,27+.',$')203,203'.*++9.'HU'#$1-.'2'
92<='X20.+9'03,+-.+",0$3.'"23'4+'1.+9'03'.3$:'"$13,-<='>#+'7-29+'"#237+'0.'7+3+--
2%%<'QYQT',$'QYHJ':#+3'.3$:'239'0"+'2-+'038$%8+9&'41,'QYQH'03'3$3P.3$:'"$13,-<='
Color is often used. Features, such as bollards, paver stones, colorized concrete or 

"$%$-0Z+9'2.*#2%,'2-+'$5,+3'.*+"06+9=''X20.+9'03,+-.+",0$3.':$-;':+%%'03'.3$:'"0,0+.'
such as Minneapolis, Minnesota or Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Cost: 'F$9+-2,+',$'V07#=''><*0"2%'-237+'5-$)'GTJPQHI&JJJ'+2"#='

!"#"$%&''']-037.'.*++9'' 239'"-2.#+.'9$:3'03'2%%'90-+",0$3.',$'QJPQI')*#='F$.,'
"$))$3%<'1.+9'$3'-$29:2<.':0,#'920%<',-256"'8$%1)+.'4+%$:'HJ&JJJ'?M>&'2%-
,#$17#'3+:',-+2,)+3,.'03"%19+'8$%1)+.'$5 'HS&JJJ=

Details: 'V07#'+)*#2.0.'"-$..:2%;')2-;037.'2-+'1.+9'5$-'299+9',$'-20.+9'03,+-.+"-
tions for added slowing effect. Note the crossings are kept above the change in 

grade. Raised intersections are often used with curb extensions. Planed in advance 

on new construction drainage is addressed at the base of  the crossing grade. Use 

of   colorized concrete, or pavers helps achieve an added slowing effect. Raised 

intersections can be used with signalized or non-signalized intersections.  Interna-

tional yield lines are added for greater emphasis.

Street Treatments to 
!"#$%&'()*+#,-)*.&'"/0$&1',$"*
Street Treatments to 
!"#$%&'()*+#,-)*.&'"/0$&1',$"*

<'3/);*:"1)&/)#,$"/



Short Medians are similar to Mini-Circles, and they help bring down speeds near 

schools. Short medians are placed away from intersections, but they can be located 

3+2-'9-08+:2<.='>#+.+'03+D*+3.08+'5+2,1-+.'9$'3$,'03,+--1*,'9-20327+'239',#+<'#28+'
many other advantages. Short Medians bring speeds down to levels where motor-

ists are more courteous to pedestrians, they allow U-turns, which can assist with 

."#$$%'2-+2',-256"')2327+)+3,=''!#$-,'F+9023.'2%.$'.+-8+'2.'72,+:2<.&':#+-+',#+<'
233$13"+'2--082%'2,'23'0)*$-,23,'%$"2,0$3&'.1"#'2.'2'."#$$%='>#+<'#+%*'*1,')$-

,$-0.,.'$3'7-+2,+-'2%+-,='>#+<':$-;':+%%'03'.3$:'"0,0+.&'2.':+%%'2.')$-+',+)*+-2,+'
climates.

Cost:  Affordable to Moderate. 

><*0"2%'-237+'5-$)'GQHPHI&JJJ'+2"#=

!"#"$%&''']-037.'.*++9'' 239'"-2.#+.'9$:3'03'2%%'90-+",0$3.',$'QJPQI')*#='F$.,'
"$))$3%<'1.+9'$3'-$29:2<.':0,#'920%<',-256"'8$%1)+.'4+%$:'H&JJJ=

Details:  Short medians are generally used with attractive low ground cover and 

lighting, but overhead lamps can also be used. Use with Landscaping, especially 

tall trees (under- trimmed to 7 foot), and use low ground cover (typically with low 

maintenance xeroscape or native plant  materials). Landscaping helps bring down 

.*++9.'5-$)'90.,23"+.'2.'52-'$1,'2.'IJJ'5++,='>#+'51-,#+-'$1,',#+'.#$-,')+9023'0.'
80+:+9',#+'7-+2,+-',#+'.25+,<'4+3+6,='M0.'4+3+6,.Y'X+A10-+.',#+'-+)$82%'$5 '$3P
.,-++,'*2-;037'5$-'QJJPQIJ'5++,=

Street Treatments to 
!"#$%&'()*+#,-)*.&'"/0$&1',$"*
Street Treatments to 
!"#$%&'()*+#,-)*.&'"/0$&1',$"*

9@$&1*8);3'"/



[3P.,-++,'239'03.+,'*2-;037'80.12%%<'32--$:.'.,-++,.'239'4-037.'9$:3',-256"'.*++9.&'
while providing the most sustainable and affordable parking.  Speeds are brought 

down even more when tree wells are used to provide canopies in the street. Since it 

already has its own turn radii into each spot and provides access, on-street park-

ing only takes up one-third of  the amount of  land as off-street parking. But the 

primary reason for maximizing parking on street is to help civilize streets that were 

overbuilt for speed.

Cost:  ?55$-924%+',$'F$9+-2,+='><*0"2%'-237+'5-$)'GIPQJ&JJJ'*+-'*2-;037'.*2"+&'
which is similar to the cost of  off-street parking. 

!"#"$%&'( !%$:.',-256"'.*++9.':#0%+')2D0)0Z037',#+'1.+'$5 '.,-++,.=

Details: /2-;037'%23+.'2-+',<*0"2%%<'303+'5++,':09+'239'65,++3'5++,'9++*='R#+3'
streets are overly wide, adding on-street parking helps reduce the overall width of  

the street while bringing down travel speeds.  Angled parking stores the maximum 

number of  cars. When “head out” angled parking is used parking can be provided 

in even tighter locations.

Street Treatments to 
!"#$%&'()*+#,-)*.&'"/0$&1',$"*
Street Treatments to 
!"#$%&'()*+#,-)*.&'"/0$&1',$"*

2"A91&))1*'";*:"/)1*B'&73"(



One of  the most cost effective ways to reduce speed while improving overall 

8+#0"1%2-'^$:'239'"-+2,037'0)*-$8+9'"$390,0$3.'5$-'40"<"%037'239':2%;037&'0.',#+'
conversion of  overly wide roads to bike lanes. Generally, travel lanes can be re-

91"+9',$'QJ'5++,='[3')1%,0*%+'%23+'-$29.',#0.'$5,+3'2%%$:.'2'.#05,037'$5 '%23+':09,#'
$1,:2-9&',#+3'"$38+-.0$3',$'40;+'%23+.='>#+-+'2-+'HH'4+3+6,.',$'40;+'%23+.&'239'
$3%<'H'$5 ',#+.+'4+3+6,.'2-+'+D"%1.08+%<'5$-'40"<"%0.,.='?%%'$,#+-'4+3+6,.'2-+',$'2%%'
1.+-.'$5 ',#+'-$29:2<='_2--$:+-',-28+%'239'.,$-27+'%23+.'$3'2%%'513",0$32%'"%2..06"2-
tion of  at grade roadways are proving to be slightly safer, or as safer as wider lanes. 

Motorists appear to become slightly more attentive when lanes are narrowed from 

QQPQH'5++,='R0,#'#07#+-',#23'28+-27+',-1";'$-'#+28<'41.'^$:&':09+-'$1,+-'%23+.'"23'
be incorporated. Engineering judgement applies.

Cost:  Affordable to Moderate. 

><*0"2%'-237+'5-$)'GSPQJ&JJJ'*+-')0%+&'03"%19+.'.073.'239')2-;037.='V07#+-'"$.,.'
are for more visible markings, and higher grade material, which generally has a 

longer maintenance life.

!"#"$%&'''B+:'$,#+-'"#237+.',$'2'-$29:2<'$55+-')$-+'4+3+6,.',#23'299037'40;+'
%23+.='F$,$-0.,.'4+3+6,'5-$)'299+9',1-3037'-2900'239'0)*-$8+9'.07#,'%03+.=']0;+'
%23+.'"-+2,+'299+9'4$-9+-':09,#',$'6D+9'$4`+",.&'.+*2-2,+')$,$-0.,.'5-$)'.09+-
walks, allow for added operations, reduce the unravelling of  the roadway edge, and 

*-$809+'$,#+-')203,+323"+'4+3+6,.=

Details: ']0;+'%23+.'2-+')2-;+9'2,'IPa'5++,'03':09,#=']0;+'%23+'%03+.'2-+')2-;+9'2,'T&'
W'$-'QJb'03':09,#&',$'"-+2,+'299+9'.%$:037'+55+",.',$')$,$-0.,.=']0;+'%23+')2-;037.'
are added, along with signs.

Street Treatments to 
!"#$%&'()*+#,-)*.&'"/0$&1',$"*
Street Treatments to 
!"#$%&'()*+#,-)*.&'"/0$&1',$"*

C37)*D'")/



When intersections become so complex and challenging that signals are added, 

,#+-+'0.'$5,+3'2)*%+'`1.,06"2,0$3',$'7$'4+<$39'"$38+3,0$32%'.,2392-9.',$'299-+..'
the needs of  people walking and bicycling. Quite often, engineering technicians are 

,-203+9'$3%<',$')2D0)0Z+',#+'^$:'$5 '8+#0"1%2-',-256"='>$$'$5,+3&',#+')$8+)+3,.'
of  other people are overlooked. As a result many people on bike or on foot are 

not detected, their needs are not fully addressed, or they are made to wait lengthy 

*+-0$9.='F23<'*+$*%+'c%+2-3b',$'639':2<.',$'28$09'"-$..037'2,'03,+-.+",0$3.='>#0.'
is wrong, and the practice of  overlooking pedestrians and bicyclists should be rec-

$730Z+9'2.'$1,92,+9&'.037%+')$9+&',#03;037='>#+-+'2-+')23<'.,+*.',$',2;+='V+-+'2-+'
2'5+:'$5 ',#+')$.,'"$))$3Y'

d' !+,'cR2%;b'.0732%.'5$-'"-$..037')03$-'.,-++,.',$'2%:2<.'-+"2%%',$'cR?\Eb=''K3'
addition, set signal timing so that the walk interval is as long as feasible for the 

green time in the concurrent vehicle phase. 

d' Use the same practice on major street crossings, continuing to pay attention to 

.*+"02%'8+#0"1%2-'3++9.'91-037'*+2;'#$1-'^$:.=
d' Use countdown signals on a soft replacement basis, and start with high priority 

walking locations, such as schools, important transit stops, plazas, parks, medi-

cal centers and town centers.

d' e%0)032,+'X07#,P>1-3P[3PX+9'NX[>XO'05 ')$,$-0.,.'2-+'3$,'1.037'2**-$*-0-
ate levels of  care. Consider  “pedestrian lead intervals” to step pedestrians out 

6-.,&':#+3'#07#'*+9+.,-023'"$13,.&'*-$4%+).':0,#',1-3037')$,$-0.,.'$-'$,#+-'
conditions warrant this phase.

d' Use enhanced crosswalk markings, and bold stop bars to better identify cross-

ings and to keep motorists out of  crossing areas.

d' Remove push button controls from people rich locations (unless these buttons 

activate signals on a recall demand). 

d' Generally, strive to recall signals on a frequent basis to minimize wait times 

for pedestrians. Full cycle lengths of  60-90 seconds are best.  If  this cannot be 

done during commute hours, see if  this can be achieved in off-peak hours.

Cost:''V07#%<'255$-924%+=''><*0"2%%<'2%%'"$.,.'2-+'"$8+-+9'139+-'3$-)2%')203,+-
323"+&'$*+-2,0$3.'239'.,25637'4197+,.='K3')23<'"2.+.'"$13,<'$-'.,2,+'27+3"0+.'
)1.,'4+'"$3,2",+9',$')2;+'"#237+.='>-203037'%$"2%',+"#30"023.')2<'4+'3++9+9=

!"#"$%&'  Intersections are critical if  walking, bicycling and motoring are to work, 

and work together. As signalized intersections are made equitable to all modes 

of  travel more people will walk and bicycle. People who cross at intersections are 

)$-+'*-+90",24%+='M-08+-.'2**-+"02,+'*-+90",24%+'239'"$)*%023,'4+#280$-='>#+'+370-
neer has an essential role to play if  high levels of  compliance are to be achieved.

Street Treatments to 
!"#$%&'()*+#,-)*.&'"/0$&1',$"*
Street Treatments to 
!"#$%&'()*+#,-)*.&'"/0$&1',$"*

93("'63E);*:"1)&/)#,$"/
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Most land-use codes were written at a time when U.S. 
cities had an abundance of  land, water, clean air and 
other resources. We assumed continued availability 
of  these resources, as well as  nancing, which led 
communities to construct poorly connected and 
outwardly expanding light-density development, street 
networks and other inef cient infrastructure. As a result, 
land uses were separated – sometimes by miles – and 
urban areas were allowed to decay. 

Today, we have a better understanding of  the limitations 
of  our available resources. Roads, bridges, sewers and 
water lines that are now failing, need to be replaced 
or refurbished. Doing so will be two to eight times 
more expensive than if  we had stayed current with 
maintenance. 

As we make “brick and mortar” changes to the physical 
infrastructure, we also should update the policy 
infrastructure, including land-use codes, to foster more 
livable, walkable communities. Existing codes promote 
poor connectivity, which leads to higher dependence 
on cars – and even greater strain on infrastructure. 
Facing high gas and energy costs, residents are ready 
for change. But it will require more than Band-Aid 
solutions. Metaphorically speaking, we’re talking surgery 
and radical changes to get our towns back to good 
health.

Toward Change: Mix Uses and Connect Streets
Walkable and livable communities can’t develop without 
transit, dense development, mixed land uses and 
strong street connectivity. Most existing codes do not 
tolerate - let alone encourage - such forward-thinking 
development. Instead, codes have generated misplaced 
development, forcing residents to get into their cars 
and leave their neighborhoods to access basic services. 
Progressive developers, planning board members, 
architects and others have seen the need to embrace 
a better system, one that promotes sustainability, eco-
friendly practices, walkability and transit-friendly design.

Unfortunately, their efforts have been slowed by 
outdated code and regulations. A number of  cities 
throughout the country have even drafted visionary 
plans. However, too often these plans are relegated to 

back shelves as leaders and planners grapple with code-
related challenges. The question is: How can we shape 
codes to encourage better development? The  rst step 
is to develop a process that is inclusive, comprehensive 
and clear.

1. Fully engage all stakeholders to develop a vision. 
Enlist both the general public and the development 
community in the process of  creating new code that 
supports smart, complete and predictable standards 
for development. Include stakeholders with differing 
opinions to help create a vision that is holistic, practical 
and collaborative. Broad support will provide the 

necessary political shield for leaders to write, adopt and 
enforce new codes that promote sustainability, green 
design, active living and livable communities.

2. Understand that many factors affect the built 
environment. New proposals should address all of  the 
factors that can in uence design standards, not just 
the obvious ones. For example, tenant expectations 
shouldn’t be an afterthought. 

Envision Gulf Shores: Gulf Shores in Alabama has an exist-
ing vision plan and a land-use plan that are a good start to 
suppor! ng ac! ve living. The plans should be re-visited and 
updated, if needed, or further implemented. 

How to Do It: Codes to Create Traditional, 
Walkable Communities
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3. Create a master plan that clearly communicates the 
development expectations. Standards that are clear, 
concise and predictable are more likely to be accepted 
and to succeed. In fact, predictability is the developer’s 
friend. Standards must be highly graphical and easy to 
understand for both builders and regulators. Programs 
should be reviewed and evaluated yearly, and amended as 
appropriate.

Seek Examples of  Success
A municipality doesn’t need to change its entire book of  
codes overnight. In fact, it’s probably smarter to make 
changes incrementally. 

For example, the central Florida city of  Eustis, like 
many small towns, has taken the time during this 
latest market lull to “right the ship.” While reviewing 
the city’s land-development regulations, city leaders 
recognized the need for a downtown vision and began a 
concurrent vision plan driven by the public. They have 
found a common language in creating walkable streets, 
balancing automobiles with pedestrians and alternative 
modes of  transport, and melding land-use decisions 
with transportation goals. They have adopted new 
form-based codes with district design standards, block 
developments, typical streetscapes and a vision plan to 
focus future development. 

When the market recovers, Eustis will be prepared to 
receive development as part of  a community vision that 
will result in a more sustainable, vibrant and livable city.

It is admirable that so many communities throughout the 
country want to promote walkable, livable communities. 
The next step is for governments, residents, developers 
and planners to work together to make this a reality. It’s 
time to throw out archaic codes and create new rules 
that foster smarter - and healthier - growth. 

Over ! me, buildings in the town centers should front the 
streets. New buildings, or  adapted buildings, can provide 
important added presence of people in the downtown. 
Many sidewalks have fallen into ruin. While investments in 
streets are behind the ! mes, support systems for walking 
are less than 20 percent  of investments needed to support 
this mode of travel. Communi! es need to make an ongoing 
investment in walkability infrastructure. 
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Brighton, Michigan’s roundabout handles 21,000 vehicles per day. Roundabouts 
facilitate through-traf c and turning movements without requiring signal 
control.  Roundabouts are made up of  a circulating roadway with an island 
that is often used for landscaping or other decorative features.  The circulating 
roadway is typically wider than the approach roadways and features an 
additional ‘apron’ against the edges of  the island; both of  these features allow 
for  re trucks, ambulances and other large vehicles. Roundabouts increase 
intersection volume by up to 30 percent. As the only requirement for yielding 
the right-of-way is to traf c already in the circulating roadway, vehicles can 
continue moving through intersections carrying a light volume, requiring 
no queue at the approach roadways and potentially allowing all intersecting 
streets to use the intersection at once. Due to their low speed (15-20 mph in 
and out, roundabouts also reduce personal injury crashes by 80 to 90 percent. 
Roundabouts reduce delay, which reduces idling engines, air pollution, noise 
and lost time. Roundabouts provide safer and more comfortable pedestrian 
crossings. Splitter islands serve as a pedestrian refuge.  Allowing one car length 
between the crossing and circulating lane(s) optimizes roundabout ef ciency 
for vehicles. Roundabouts reduce con icts in multiple ways: when crossing, 
pedestrians face only one potential con ict (traf c either entering or exiting 
the roundabout, divided by the splitter island), and not the six con icts per 
crossing leg in full-crossing intersections. In properly designed roundabouts, 
all con icts are at low speeds for both entering and exiting traf c (15-22 
mph). Roundabouts also create the least delay to pedestrians wishing to cross 
a street. Instead of  waiting for up to two minutes to cross (common with 
a signal), the pedestrian reaching a roundabout rarely has more than a 2-8 
second delay for each leg that they cross.  Most bicyclists circulate with traf c 
(since it is now going their speed).

How to Do It: Traf c-Calming Roundabouts
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By helping re scale a roadway, roundabouts help set 
the stage for more successful retail trade and social life. 
The roundabout below transformed an ugly strip street 
in Golden, Colorado, into a much better proportioned 
street.  Four roundabouts were built; all signals were 
removed.  One surprising result: retail trade in the 
corridor outperformed all other streets in Colorado 
during the last recession. 

Top photo, Holland, Michigan. Bottom photo, Orlando, 
Florida.  Both mini-circles manage traf c quietly, 
maximize on street parking by bringing speeds down, 
and offer attractive corners in the commercial districts 
they occupy.  A mini-circle or two on key streets on 
gateway approaches to town, in downtowns and other 
locations will add charm, beauty and movement. Mini-
circles are low cost and attractive traf c management 
tools that can be easily designed and installed.  Although 
costs can be as low as $15-25k, much more attractive 
circles are recommended for a number of  historic roads 
where speeds are too high. A cost range of  $75-125k 
would be appropriate for central locations, while modest 
price circles can be used elsewhere in the community. 
Mini-circles reduce the potential for crashes by 90%. 
Yield controls are used on all approaches. Seattle, 
Washington has placed over 1,000 mini-circles.
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Roundabouts with Right-Turn Bypass Lanes

The addition of  street network and roundabouts help to keep traf c  owing, but keep it  owing slowly, which 
creates a better environment for pedestrians and cyclists. In some areas, roundabouts should have right-turn bypass 
lanes, as illustrated below. The top images are of  a roundabout in Boulder, CO and the bottom image is of  a 
roundabout leading to the Charlottesville, VA airport.
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Success Story: Roundabouts and Crossings 

Communities can draw inspiration from Bradenton Beach, Florida, where this state road previously exposed 
pedestrians to high speeds at this crossing. On average, one pedestrian was killed each year.  Walking for exercise, 
pleasure or transportation was suppressed. Following the construction of  the roundabout, all crashes disappeared, 
and a new stage was set for mixed use development. After fourteen years of  operation, there had been no reported 
crashes of  any type. New economic life has set a mood of  prosperity to the entire shopping district. Today, there is 
an abundance of  pedestrian life.

A! er

Before
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Principles:   Crossings should be well placed, located where there is a strong desire to cross, where sight distances 
are good, where speeds are low. Shown on these pages, the use of  materials to create attractive streetscape features 
add beauty, function and place. Each functional part (i.e. parking, crossings, curb extensions, lane narrowing) should 
be designed to add to the charm, aesthetics, character and integrity of  the street.  Following European examples, 
virtually all street traf c operations signs can be removed, once the street “reads” correctly, that speeds are to be 
low, courtesies toward people high.

How to Do It: Crossings
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Use high-emphasis markings. A new approach is being used (noted in the center photos) with paving ground down 
about 1/3rd of  an inch. A hot ceramic mix is poured in, then re ective glass beads are settled on top. This anti-slip 
design is expected to wear well and outlast the life of  the road surface.  If  desired, crossings can also be raised. This 
raised table has a 1:16 gradient change.

This Golden, Colorado crossing makes use of  several important principles, the street is narrowed (to sixteen feet of  
asphalt, with another 2 feet in each valley gutter).Growth of  ground cover (keep trimmed to 20-28 inches) and tall 
vertical trees, in time, will complete this crossing. This road was once 40 feet wide. Today parents feel comfortable 
having their children make crossings along a popular park and trail. 
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Tools used to slow traf c and help people cross 
streets.

If  space exists where some crossings will be warranted, 
then a median island can be added. This is a former 
four-lane road, in Olympia, Washington. With medians  
pedestrians are only exposed to one direction of  moving 
traf c at a time. Medians should have both ground cover 
and trees to make them more noticeable to motorists 
from greater distances. Use of  these features slows 
speed, then draws attention to the crossing. 
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Additional tools can be used to aid 
pedestrians in crossing streets safely.  
Curb extensions reduce crossing 
distances. Landscaping helps 
channel pedestrians to ramps. Using 
two ramps per corner simpli es 
crossings.  Color contrast is an aid 
for older pedestrians and pedestrians 
with visual problems.  Count down 
timers are now recommended as a 
soft replacement for all urban area 
signalized crossings. 
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The conversion of  a strip to a village 
center starts with taking critical corners 
and placing urban buildings there.  
These new buildings help size and 
shape the importance of  the corner 
and the corridor. In time, well placed 
buildings are joined together to create 
vertical walls that provide character 
and community. This works in small 
scale hamlets to larger scale shopping 
districts. Illustrations here show how the 
new visual qualities help dampen traf c 
speeds. Buildings start the critical process 
of  “enclosing” streets, giving them a feel 
of  “place” and importance.  The two 
photos below illustrate the importance 
of  architecture and town form in 
controlling the speed of  roadways. 
There is little more than engineers can 
do in the bottom image to control 
speed. Meanwhile, careful, thoughtful, 
placement of  buildings and placemaking 
brings speeds, and therefore development 
opportunities alive.

Shown to the right is a correctly as-
sembled urban block, and below it a 
conven! onal suburban block. Note 
how the suburban strip image is 
unappealing for walking (or even driv-
ing), and hastens motorists through a 
space. This increases the poten! al for 
speeding. Thus, poorly designed build-
ings and block pa" erns impact busi-
ness life and people mul! ple ways.

Correctly designed and placed ur-
ban form is necessary to help heal 
downtowns or other places where 
people are to spend ! me and money. 
Unless code calls for an urban form, 
do not expect such development. It 
costs more, but it produces more. 
Urban mixed-use development typi-
cally yields $25-60/square foot, while 
single-use commercial zoning built to 
suburban models yields only $5-15/
square foot.

How to Do It: Convert Suburban Strips to Village Centers
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Suburban in uences in town 
centers can be replaced over time. 
A partnership between private and 
public land holders can result in 
scenes that look much like these, 
and even better. 

Public streets form and frame so 
much of  our public realm that by 
emphasizing speed of  cars, we 
destroy character and sense of  
community. Once streets are rebuilt 
for lower, but steady, speeds, it is 
possible to provide new, mixed use 
buildings that create a sense of  
place, character and arrival. 

As these transitions occur land can 
increase in value from $5-15/sq 
ft to $35-60/ sq ft.   Scene to the 
right:  In time either the entire mall 
can be replaced, or a portion in the 
middle can be taken down to create 
an attractive pathway that invites a 
direct route to street shops.
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The illustration to the right emphasizes those streets 
(outlined in red) that are “A” Streets.  “B” Streets in the 
illustration are not highlighted with red.  These can be 
alleys, or any type of  a utility street.  

In the two photos at the bottom of  the page, it is clear 
that two developers were involved. To the right, the 
developer privatized the neighborhood. Even though 
the developer was required to install sidewalks, the wall 
(“B” treatment) assures that no one will walk here.  In 
contrast, across the street, another developer “honored 
the street” by placing “eyes” to the street.  In this case 
the street is being treated as an “A” street.  Town codes 
must stress that if  people are to walk to destinations, 
a series of  “A” streets must be created, and developers 
cannot put back yards to these important streets.

Of  course, it is more complicated than that.  If  the 
city,  or state wants to use the collector as a higher speed 
conduit, void of  trees and other place, developers will 
 nd it hard to sell homes along the street.  The street 
is the core tool for creating successful neighborhoods, 
security and a desire to walk. 

How to Do It: From Placeless to Place, Convert “B” Streets to “A”
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In the photograph above, the func! onal use of a street is 
de ned. Places where people want to walk are “A” streets 
(where buildings  are designed to watch over the street.  
Meanwhile a series of “B” streets are needed to provide 
for u! li! es, deliveries and other internal func! ons.  For the 
most part, people will not walk along “B” corridors.

Meanwhile, the above “B” street performs quite well for 
people who live here or make deliveries here. In the next 
row of images, a street not designed for walking (middle 
le# ) can be transformed into an “A” street which watches 
over parks, schools or corridors where con! nuous walking 
trips are important.  

Right and above photos:  This suburban style “B” street is 
transformed into the image below, changing the func! on 
of the street into an “A” category.  In recent years, teams 
of planners, engineers, architects and landscape architects 
have made transi! ons allowing areas to become alive and 
ac! ve.  It o# en takes more than one discipline to do this.  
Indeed, those areas that do not transform well are areas 
where people do not understood mul! ple func! ons needed 
in corridors.
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Optimizing Your View and Increasing Social 
Interaction and Social Equity

When terminating views guide the human eye down 
a street, several important things happen. The iconic 
building, mountain or lake vista provides an attraction 
that draws the person toward the destination, just as an 
anchor store does in a mall.  The terminal point also 
reduces the tendency to speed, since motorists realize 
their journey will be interrupted. The terminating vista 
also acts as a navigational aid.  

To maximize the value of  land, the destination property 
(park, lake, plaza) should have a well designed, quiet and 
attractive street running parallel to it. The more sides 
that have access, the more valuable the land becomes. 
Other streets need to lead up to this perimeter street 
and connect with it.  In some cases, a well designed trail 
acts as the “street” enabling people to walk or bicycle 
comfortably along the water’s edge.  In no case should 
a stream, river, lake, park or even school yard feel 
privatized through absence of  access. 

In these illustra! ons, the red lines rep-
resent the edges of adjacent proper-
! es that have access to the amenity. 

On top, connected streets provide the 
highest access to the amenity, support 
social exchange, reduce crime rates, 
and increase land values. 

Below, disconnected streets priva! ze 
the amenity, decrease walking, and 
increase poten! al for property and 
personal crime.
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Priva" zed -- Wrong Way.  The above layout of streets 
priva! zes the lake. Although homes along the shoreline 
may hold a 10% higher sale and resale value, the amenity, 
which should belong to the en! re community, is now inac-
cessible to others. Even if a small beach front is acces-
sible at some point, the overall value of homes going 2 to 
10 blocks deep are devalued.  The developer makes less 
money on total property values, and the community suf-
fers from reduced social interac! on. 

Public Access -- Right Way.  This alterna! ve design maxi-
mizes access to the neighborhood feature (lake, park, 
school).  As access is increased, the number of walking and 
bicycling trips increase, there is less need for expensive and 
environmentally damaging parking lots, and the develop-
ment community makes a greater return on investment.  In 
the scene to the le# , the project may not “pencil out” once 
all associated u! li! es, street and other costs are worked 
out.  With higher values, the project is more likely to be 
viable.

Right Way.  This design maximizes connec! vity and access 
to the park, square or plaza.  By placing more ac! vity along 
the park (walking, bicycling and driving) the park becomes 
more interac! ve and be" er used.  Ideally, all streets sur-
rounding the park will have either parallel or angled park-
ing, thus minimizing the amount of park land that must be 
devoted to parking.  This also lightens the environmental 
damage, since on-street parking takes up only 1/3rd the 
amount of space as o$ -street parking. 

Wrong Way.    Streets do not connect on the le#  hand side. 
The above layout of streets breaks street connec! vity and 
priva! zes the park. This reduces access to the park. In a 
small park, this gives the park user the feeling that they are 
in someone’s yard. Since the property o# en has its back to 
the park, it reduces the “eyes” on the park and creates an 
increasing risk that the park will not be used fully. Reduced 
park use, in turn, invites crime in the park and to adjacent 
property owners. Low park use also reduces property val-
ues.
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Major streets with moderate to high volumes of  
traf c should be transformed into “Complete Streets.”  
Bike lanes, bike trails, sidewalks, streetscaping, curb 
extensions, mid-block crossings and other tools are 
applied. 

Traf c calming and traf c management techniques 
should be used. On-street parking can be striped, 
curb extensions, tree wells and medians can be added.  
Such improvements not only bring down speeds, they 
improve town centers and connect streets by reducing 
noise and perceived danger.  

Most principal streets should have lanes narrower than 
today, especially when combined with bike lanes. Bike 
lanes add a buffer to parking and sidewalks. There are 
22 bene ts when bike lanes (or paved shoulders) are 
added.

Sidewalk construction and maintenance should be 
greatly improved, especially within 1/4 to 1/2 mile of  
town centers and schools.

ADA ramps (Universal Design) need attention in many 
locations.  

Above and below:  Example of a two lane road with a me-
dian, inset parking, one ten foot wide lane in each direc! on 
and bike lanes. A roadway based on these concepts can 
move up to 20,000 ADT (if used with roundabouts at key 
intersec! ons).  If roundabouts are not used, more lanes are 
added at intersec! ons for storage and turns at key inter-
sec! ons -- not the en! re sec! on.  

(Photo:  Issaquah Highlands, Issaquah, Washington)

How to Do It: Complete Streets
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Complete Streets vary in design based on the type of  street involved, speed and volume, block form, whether 
parking is needed or not, climate, demographics and other factors.  These sections illustrate a number of  desired 
features, including support for walking and bicycling along streets, and the ability to cross over. Trees are generally 
spaced each 15 to 30 feet. Minimum dimensions for an environmentally friendly street are provided in the bottom 
illustration.  A center turn storage lane of  ten feet, two travel lanes of  ten feet each, two  ve foot bike lanes (using 
an extended gutter pan that is saw cut for joints, two planter strips of  5 feet each and two sidewalks of   ve feet each 
can  t inside a 60 foot right-of-way. 
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How to Do It: Road Diets

WHO
Typically implemented by city, county or state 
transportation agencies, road diets help achieve the 
policies advocated for by Complete Streets (www.
completestreets.org), Smart Growth America (www.
smartgrowthamerica.org), and many other national, state 
and local groups seeking a safer, more walkable and 
livable community for road users of  all ages and abilities. 

WHAT
A road diet involves eliminating travel lanes on a 
roadway to improve safety for pedestrians and bicyclists.  
While there can be more than four travel lanes before 
treatment, road diets are generally conversions of  
four-lane, undivided roads into three lanes—two 
through lanes plus a center turn lane or median island. 
The fourth lane may be converted into a bicycle lane, 
sidewalk, planter strip for street trees, a bus stop, a 
separated multi-use trail, a wider outside lane and/or for 
on-street parking. Rural areas might add wider shoulders 
for bicyclists, roundabouts near a town – especially as 
a gateway treatment - or separated multi-use trails. In 
other words, based on the surrounding land use and 
travel speeds or context of  the road, the street cross 
section is reallocated. 

WHERE
Lane and Road Diets can be successfully implemented 
on collector and arterial streets, main streets, commercial 
corridors, or town centers; on any street that is over-
designed to give priority to the motor vehicle; and in 
areas where there is greater need to provide for multi-
modal travel.

WHEN
Context is the key to a successful lane or road diet, 
Complete Streets, and Smart Growth. The objective 
of  any design change should be to match the roadway 
environment with the actual roadway function. 

Candidate roads will usually have an ADT (Average 
Daily Trips) of  less than 20,000 to ensure minimal 
effects on vehicle capacity, although successful road diets 
have been performed with volumes reaching 30,000 
ADT and the roadway did not reach the most congested 
condition of  LOS F (a level-of-service failing grade.) 
Ideal roads are in need of  mitigation to reduce traf c 
con ict, crashes, and to slow down vehicles, and are in 

areas that wish to encourage economic development, 
address parking circulation, improve streetscapes, and 
create safer roads. 

WHY
The bene ts of  road diets are numerous: they improve 
road safety for users of  all ages and abilities, whether 
they travel by foot, wheelchair, bicycle, stroller, or motor 
vehicle; create a welcoming community environment; 
and help to solve some of  our more pressing public 
health issues such as reducing obesity, and rates of  
heart disease, diabetes, and high blood pressure by 
encouraging active living.  Other bene ts can include: 
economic development, increased property values, 
improved streetscape, better parking circulation, reduced 
vehicle speeds, improved mobility and more ef cient 
land uses - mixed uses that offer affordable housing, 
retail, restaurant, and/or of ce options. 

Anecdotal case study results support the conclusion 
that pedestrians, bicyclists, and adjacent landowners 
typically prefer the corridor environment of  a road diet, 
especially a two-lane cross section with median islands. 
When people are the priority, a true livable community 
and sense of  place exist. 
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HOW
Conduct a traf c study, and before/after traf c counts of  all road users; understand the limitations of  traf c 
modeling; consider special bus designs such as bus pull-outs.  Engage the community, educating residents and 
local leaders on why lane/road diets are a good idea.  Survey affected merchants and residents along the corridor 
to learn what the expectations and objections of  a road diet might be.  Garner local political support from elected 
leaders, leverage  nancial resources from various sources.  Funding for road diets can often come from  economic 
development programs, state and local transportation departments, regional metropolitan transportation planning 
organizations, state and county health departments, main street programs, tree planting or green-up programs. 
There are many funding sources that can be explored to create signi cant change.

Many American towns have the 
poten! al to go from having too many 
lanes for storing cars, to fewer lanes 
which then build place and the local 
economy. A# er the 1989 Loma Prieta 
earthquake, Paci c Ave. in Santa 
Cruz,  CA was rebuilt to the scene be-
low. Now with narrower street widths 
and a sense of place, the street teems 
with life and vitality and generates 
revenue. 
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How to Do It: Parking

The retail life of  a town center is supported best by having suf cient on-street parking. Many towns fail to use their 
streets wisely. They induce speeding by having too much space for vehicular  ow, and not enough for car storage. 

On-street parking only takes one third as much land as off  street parking. On-street parking belongs on center city 
streets, serving as a buffer to moving cars and a natural traf c calming tool. When used in conjunction with curb 
extensions (bump outs) and tree wells, parking is said to be inset, narrowing streets, making pedestrian crossings 
easier, more comfortable and safe. 

In time, to achieve compact town center form, where more people can live and help activate the town center, it will 
be necessary to move away from most off-street parking. Once a full and vibrant retail life is achieved, each parking 
space becomes worth $200,000 per year. Thus, attention to using town center streets to maximize convenient 
parking, is urgent and paramount.

If  head-out angled parking is used (highly recommended) the entire curb to curb dimension can be 54-56’. When 
head-out angled parking is used, lane widths can be much narrower, since back out “discovery time” is not needed. 
Also, the back end of  vehicles have more overhang, so less space is used.

Parking bay depths should be 15 feet. An added two foot of  space is picked up when valley gutters are used (highly 
recommended). See valley gutter in photos.

Keep travel lanes to a combined with of  20-22 feet. A center line is not used.  This tight driving space helps keep 
speeds low, which reduces the chance of  vehicle crashes.
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Head-Out Angled Parking 

There are multiple bene ts to head-out angled parking.  It is the safest way to park a vehicle and it increases the 
“yield” of  how much on-street parking can be used (from 30 to 110 percent). 

Head-out angled parking maximizes use of  adjacent land, since off-street parking takes up three times as much 
space as on-street. It also takes up less road space (adjacent lanes can be 11 feet wide).

It also is easier to do than parallel parking. It places the trunk where it is safe to access, and when car doors open, 
passengers are directed toward the sidewalk, which is especially helpful if  they are young children.

Keep sidewalks wide and comfortable. Head-out parking allows cars to overhang more than front-in angled parking, 
so set all  xtures (lamps, hydrants, signs, trees) 24 to 30 inches from the edge of  curb.
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With front-in angled parking many communities max out their parking gain by using 60 degrees. With head-out 
angled parking (also called “back-in angled parking, or BIAP), the “yield” is reduced when a 45-degree angle is used. 
Either angle is possible, but with head-out, 45 degrees is more common, since it is easier to park. It is generally 
recommended that parking bays be no more than  fteen feet deep (perpendicular measurement). With a two-foot-
wide valley gutter, bringing the full depth to 17 feet, all conventional and many oversized vehicles  t in this space.  
Omit center lane lines when using on street parking to allow motorists to go around a car in the process of  parking 
when there is no opposing traf c. Removal of  center lane lines has been shown to reduce traf c speeds and crashes.
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Sometimes a building-to-building right-of-way is too tight to 
plant trees in sidewalk areas. Use of in-street tree wells can 
allow the street to be “greened” and often without removal 
of parking.  Tree wells can either be installed to allow water 
to fl ow naturally in existing channels, or, if a complete 
reconstruction is needed, to insert drainage in a pattern that 
supports these green innovations.  Tree wells are used on 
many local streets, but can also be used, along with curb 
extensions on roads like SR 70 and SR 17, in Florida.  A 
number of state roads apply tree wells in a variety of states 
and provinces (including snow country, such as Boise, Idaho 
and Columbus, Ohio) in urban areas.  Use of tree wells and 
curb extensions, in combination, help bring speeds to more 
appropriate urban levels. 

How to Do It: Tree Wells
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Placemaking: The transforming of  a street, sidewalk, 
plaza, square, paseo, open lot, waterfront or other space 
to be attractive, rewarding and a community source 
of  distinction and pride. Good places make good 
experiences possible and have consequences in our lives. 
People want to share experiences and ideas on common 
ground, in attractive, well designed and cared for public 
places.

Principles:   Reinvestment in streets, between buildings, 
and in other well located public spaces brings added 
value to all buildings and homes in a town center. A 
front porch storing last decades sofa and washing 
machine detracts.  Placemaking, like interior decorating, 
must create a strong, compelling sense of  place that 
makes time spent in these spaces rewarding and 
memorable. Consider the public and private realm of  a 
town center as a public/private partnership. Consider 
the greater town center as a canvas waiting for rich, 
vibrant tones, textures and colors that honor existing or 
adapted buildings and streets. Nothing should be ho-
hum. Places can be funky and relaxed, but they must be 
thoughtful, sensitive to place, and cared for.

Streetscapes help create character and charm. In many 
towns, many decades of  deterioration must be attended 
to. The town center is a  ne home for things waiting to 
happen, but many existing furnishings, old facades, litter 
cans, upheaved sidewalks, detract.

The waiting plaza space shown in the upper corner is 
truly the opportunity that can be the “tipping point” to 
all other investments. 

Plaza spaces must be carefully crafted to bring about 
proper levels of  enclosure, transparency, human scale, 
complexity, “imageability” and comfort. See illustrations 
on the opposite page for examples. 

Even small public spaces need a minimum of  ten 
different treats or activities or points of  interest for the 
public to become fully engaged. Don’t overlook the 
needs of  seniors, and the drawing power of  children to 
come to these places.

Not ready for prime ! me: Above is an example of a physi-
cal space that can become an important plaza, outdoor 
room and connector. It’s all about reaching the “! pping 
point.” (See Malcolm Gladwell’s book by same ! tle). 
Below:  Adapted into public space.

How to Do It: Paseos and Plazas that Create a Sense of  Place
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Placemaking includes outdoor 
“rooms.”

Just as with a home environment, 
cities have the opportunity to 
draw in visitors and residents to 
special “rooms” created for social 
exchange or instead a chance to 
relax, read, or simply hang out.  
These are examples of  paseos and 
other spaces between buildings that 
take on a unique life.  Common to 
all, plenty of  design, “eyes on the 
realm” and comfort.
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Principles:   Sidewalks in a town center require high 
levels of  design and care. It is within the protected 
spaces of  a sidewalk where people move freely, but 
also spend time engaging others and spending time to 
enjoy the beauty of  their public space. Sidewalks work 
best when they are fully buffered from moving traf c. 
The following considerations should be provided when 
laying out sidewalks.

Use color, texture, street furniture and other materials to 
distinguish functional areas of  walkways. Sidewalks have 
three parts (shy zone, furniture zone and the walk/talk 
zone). See illustration to the right. 

If  driveways must interrupt, keep these to minimal 
widths (14 foot for one way, 26-28 for two way). Use 
contrasting colors and materials, and keep sidewalks 
fully  at across driveways.

Sidewalk widths may need to vary, according to existing 
building placement, and other constraints. Try to keep 
town center sidewalks to 12-16 feet, when practicable, 
but be willing to narrow when constraints exist.

How to Do It: Sidewalks
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Curb extensions help transform a place into a more a" rac-
! ve, natural, func! onal and prosperous town and  center. 
Curb extensions capture all space not used by autos. By 
adding curb extensions, towns turn these vital spaces into 
civic and retail uses. All construc! on should be done in a 
way that it least disrupts local businesses.  Winter Park, 
and Sanford, Florida replaced sewers, water lines and other 
infrastructure as part of its reconstruc! on.  Streets were 
worked on at night, then covered during the day to maxi-
mize retail success. 

How to Do It: Curb Extensions
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